Free this month
Assorted TV Semiconductor Devices

New Series: Servicing Camcorders
The Use of j Notation • DX-TV
Servicing the Sanyo CTP7130/1/2
Video Head Position Checker
TV Fault Finding • VCR Clinic
MANOR SUPPLIES

PKV PAL COLOUR TEST GENERATOR FOR DOMESTIC TV & VCR.

**TEST DEMONSTRATIONS AT 12**

**WEST END LANE**

- 40 different patterns and variations.
- Fully interlaced sync pulses with correct picture blanking.
- EBU colour bars, BBC colour bars, white rasters & split bars (especially useful for VCR service), white, yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red, blue and black.
- Monochrome outputs with border castellations, cross hatch, grey scale, vertical lines, horizontal lines and dots.
- UHF modulator output plugs straight into receiver aerial socket.
- Additional video output for CCTV & VCR.
- Facilities for sound output.
- Easy to build kit. standard parts. Only 2 adjustments.
- No special test equipment required.
- Mains operated with stabilised power supply.
- All kits fully guaranteed with back-up service.
- Also available with VHF Modulator.

**Price of Kit**

- Case: £29.50
- CRT TESTER & REACTIVATOR KIT: £4.20 (Combined P&P: £3.00).
- ADDITIONAL GREY SCALE Kit: £2.90 (Batt: 45p).
- MODULATOR: Battery Operated. also gives Peak White & Black Levels.
- PAL ENCODER KIT (ROB to Videc): £18.50 (Batt: £1.30).
- PAL DECODER KIT (Video to ROB) for Monitors: £27.00 (Batt: £1.00).
- MK4 (MAINS) BUILT & TESTED: £68.00 (P&P: £3.00).
- EBU colour bars. BBC colour bars. whole rasters & split rasters.
- Fully interlaced sync pulses with correct picture blanking.
- EBU colour bars, BBC colour bars, white rasters & split bars (especially useful for VCR service), white, yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red, blue and black.
- Monochrome outputs with border castellations, cross hatch, grey scale, vertical lines, horizontal lines and dots.
- UHF modulator output plugs straight into receiver aerial socket.
- Additional video output for CCTV & VCR.
- Facilities for sound output.
- Easy to build kit. standard parts. Only 2 adjustments.
- No special test equipment required.
- Mains operated with stabilised power supply.
- All kits fully guaranteed with back-up service.
- Also available with VHF Modulator.

**Output at UHF**, applied to receiver aerial socket.

**Price of Kit**

- Case: £29.50
- CRT TESTER & REACTIVATOR KIT: £4.20 (Combined P&P: £3.00).
- ADDITIONAL GREY SCALE Kit: £2.90 (Batt: 45p).
- MODULATOR: Battery Operated. also gives Peak White & Black Levels.
- PAL ENCODER KIT (ROB to Videc): £18.50 (Batt: £1.30).
- PAL DECODER KIT (Video to ROB) for Monitors: £27.00 (Batt: £1.00).
- MK4 (MAINS) BUILT & TESTED: £68.00 (P&P: £3.00).
- EBU colour bars. BBC colour bars. whole rasters & split rasters.
- Fully interlaced sync pulses with correct picture blanking.
- EBU colour bars, BBC colour bars, white rasters & split bars (especially useful for VCR service), white, yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red, blue and black.
- Monochrome outputs with border castellations, cross hatch, grey scale, vertical lines, horizontal lines and dots.
- UHF modulator output plugs straight into receiver aerial socket.
- Additional video output for CCTV & VCR.
- Facilities for sound output.
- Easy to build kit. standard parts. Only 2 adjustments.
- No special test equipment required.
- Mains operated with stabilised power supply.
- All kits fully guaranteed with back-up service.
- Also available with VHF Modulator.

**Price of Kit**

- Case: £29.50
- CRT TESTER & REACTIVATOR KIT: £4.20 (Combined P&P: £3.00).
- ADDITIONAL GREY SCALE Kit: £2.90 (Batt: 45p).
- MODULATOR: Battery Operated. also gives Peak White & Black Levels.
- PAL ENCODER KIT (ROB to Videc): £18.50 (Batt: £1.30).
- PAL DECODER KIT (Video to ROB) for Monitors: £27.00 (Batt: £1.00).
- MK4 (MAINS) BUILT & TESTED: £68.00 (P&P: £3.00).

**Post/Packing £3.00**

**ADD VAT 15% TO ALL PRICES**

**MANOR SUPPLIES**

**172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, NW6 1SD**

100 yrs: W. Hampstead Tube Stn. (Jubilee) Buses 25, 150. C1 pass door
W. Hampstead Rail Stn. (Richmond, Dalston, Stratford, N. Woolwich)
W. Hampstead Rail Stn. (Bedford, Luton, Kings X, Crawley, Gatwick, Brighton)
Access from all over Greater London.

**PLEASE ADD VAT 15% TO ALL PRICES INCL. P&P**
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262 Camcorder Servicing, Part 1
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  John Coombes
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  Reports from Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech., Eugene
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  Bowden.
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284 Test Case 314
  OUR NEXT ISSUE DATED MARCH WILL
  BE PUBLISHED ON FEBRUARY 15
VIDEO SPARES

WE HAVE A LARGER RANGE LISTED UNDER SPECIFIC MANUFACTURERS IN CATALOGUE FOR THORN, SONY, HITACHI, FIDELITY, NATIONAL, PANASONIC, PHILIPS, etc.

SPECIAL PRICES IN 5+ MIX VIDEO HEADS PLEASE ASK

TOSHIBA

SHARP

FISHER

SONY

NEC

M801 722 BUZZER

S22

Freeze It

Turbo Rec

SONY

NOT 29

WIT 13

NOT 7

WIT 4

712 EXTERNAL SIREN

'C' TYPE Translucent

EUROBELL

TOSHIBA

THORN

TCE

WIT 24

WIT 31 TOSHIBA

PHILIPS

GENUINE HEADS

SUNDRIES

RECHARGED BATTERIES

NEW RACAL EXTERNAL SECURITY LIGHTS

CONFUSED? DON'T BE - IT'S EASY! TYPICAL PACKAGE FOR 3 BED HOUSE

SUNNY/FEZER

PUB FISHER

TRIPLUS

SANDY

AMSTRAD

PRC6000

GEC

JVC

TURBO RECHARGEABLES

BELLs/BOXES

SOUNDERS/SIRENS

SECURITY EQUIPMENT

RECHARGED BATTERIES

NEW RACAL EXTERNAL SECURITY LIGHTS

INFRARED SECURITY LIGHTS

FLUORESCENT OR LIGHT SENSITIZED TO MAINS 47.50

SUNDRIES

CONFUSED? DON'T BE - IT'S EASY! TYPICAL PACKAGE FOR 3 BED HOUSE

NATIONALE

SCOTTISH BROADCASTING UNDERWATER DISPOSABLE

FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVERNMENT ESTATES.

FIDELITY

SUNNY

FISHER

SHARP

TOSHIBA

SONY

NEC

PHILIPS

Genuine Heads

Sundries

Rechargeable Batteries

New Racial External Sec Light

Confused? Don't be - it's easy! Typical package for 3 bed house

Expensive Parts VHS video lamp only

Remote Hand Sets

Same Day Dispatch

Fast - Fair - Efficient Service

Orders Welcome

Please send large order by courier for our complete catalogue

Special Tube Prices

17" 18", 19", 20", 22", 24" £20 + VAT

No glass required. Ring for carriage costs

New

Odometer

Lock Alarms $2.75

Personal Alarm Torch $1.90

Immersion Heater Timer $15.62

Plug in 24 Hours $13.27

7 Days

Photo Cell Switch

11.81

P.V. TUBES

TEL: 0254

38521 24 hour

36511 answer

39036 phone

TELEX: 635562

GRAFF G (for P.V.)

FAX No. 0254 395361
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPES

HAMEG are Europe’s top selling DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES. Select from top spec models. All with the exception of the HM 1023 incorporates a useful COMPONENT TESTER. Size - all models - 285mm x 145mm x 300mm. Clear display 8 x 10cm. Main supply: 110/250/320V AC 50/60Hz.

All supplied with 2 PROBES, a COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL, and a 2 YEAR WARRANTY.

HM203-6 20MHz STANDARD

Price £314.00 + £47.10 V.A.T. FREE Securicor Delivery

SPECIFICATION

- 2 Channels
- Bandwidth: DC-20MHz
- Sensitivity 0.25-20mV/div.
- Timebase 2.5s-5ns/cm.
- Triggering DC-6MHz
- Active TV-Sync-Separate
- Variable hold-off
- Trigger LED indicator
- Calibrator: 10MHz & 1MHz Square wave
- Component tester
- Plus many more superb features

Price £575.00 + £86.25 V.A.T. FREE Securicor Delivery

HM604 60MHz UNIVERSAL

3 CHANNELS-UP TO 8 TRACES

Price £760.00 + £109.90 V.A.T. FREE Securicor Delivery

SPECIFICATION

- Digital Storage
- Analogue real time (Same as 203-6)
- Bandwidth: DC-100MHz
- Sensitivity 0.25-20mV/div.
- Timebase: 2.5s-5ns/cm.
- Triggering DC-6MHz
- Active TV-Sync-Separate
- Delay line
- V. Delay indicator
- Calibrator: 10MHz & 1MHz Square wave
- Component tester
- Plus many more useful features

Price £249.00 + £37.35 V.A.T.

B & K PRECISION CRT ANALYSER-REJUVENATOR

The number one CRT Test Instrument. Over 5000 U.K. Television engineers wouldn’t be without it.

- All CRT’s are checked individually using all-in-one and one gun types
- Tests all three guns of colour CRT’s simultaneously under actual operating conditions
- Digital storage techniques (model 660)
- Measures true dynamic beam current that actually passes through G1 aperture to screen
- Measures all shorts and faults - preserving more CRT’s
- Tests focus electrodes and continuity faults that other

Price £395.00 + £59.25 V.A.T.

SADELTA FIELD STRENGTH METER TC-402

The SADELTA FIELD STRENGTH METER TC-402 has been designed to measure the signal levels delivered by the antenna to a TV or FM receiver, in order to test the performance of the antenna and evaluate the best conditions during installation etc. To facilitate measurements, the tuning frequency readout is shown on a digital display.

FEATURES

- Covering FM and all TV bands
- Digital tuning display (3 digits)
- Microprocessor
- Voltage monitoring
- Accuracy 10 turn tuning potentiometer
- Built-in loudspeaker enables monitoring of sound in AM/FM.
- Large meter measurement in voltage and dB from 20µV (26dB µV).
- Continuity tester 0-500 ohms.
- Has prints and buttons
- Stylish carry case.

Price £249.00 + £37.35 V.A.T.

SADELTA COLOUR PATTERN GENERATORS

The SADELTA RANGE OF HAND HELD COLOUR PATTERN GENERATORS is intended for use in production, installation and calibration of monitors, video and computer monitors. In order to control and adjust the various parameters, general maintenance and troubleshooting. The technician now has ready access to Laboratory, workshop and field tests.

Price £124.95 + £18.74 VAT.

B.K.’s CRT TESTER-REJUVENATOR

Tests and rejuvenates blue, green & red guns separately. Supplied with delta and PAL sockets. Compact size 120 x65 x60 mm. Supply 240V AC

Price £32.00 + £4.80 V.A.T.

B.K.’s REVOLUTIONARY DYNAMIC ‘LOFT’ TESTER

Revolutions L.O.P.T. tester. Operates in dynamic mode which actually tests the L.O.P.T. under high voltage conditions without de-coupling or removal.

Size 75 x100 x40 mm. Supply 240V AC

Price £59.50 + £9.25 V.A.T.

THANDAR SC116A PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE

- Fulling, fac, inc. TV frame etc.
- Battery or mains adaptor
- Battery life 8 hours
- Size 190 x130 x30 mm. Supply 240V AC

Price £195.00 + £29.25 V.A.T.

DIGITAL THERMOMETER

- Pocket Size
- -50°C to +75°C
- 1°C Resolution
- 0.5°C LCD
- Supplied with thermocouple

Price £59.50 + £8.92 V.A.T.

200MHz DIG. FREQUENCY METER

- Pocket Size
- 8 Digit. LED Display
- Freq. Range: 20Hz to 200MHz
- Resolution: 0.1 Hz
- Sensitivity 10mV

Price £75.50 + £11.32 V.A.T.

DEGAMMA VISOR

THANDAR TPI LOGIC PROBE and TPI LOGIC PULSER are effective and economical tools for checking TV and DOR-COMS systems. TPI can show 14 different circuit conditions and can detect pulses down to typical 10ns. TPI can reject a signal directly into a circuit without damaging sensitive components. Together they can stimulate and monitor responses of components in circuit, greatly aiding fault finding.

Price £23.00 + £3.45 V.A.T.

Celtel at two M25 locations offering a better deal all round.

LATEST OFFERS

EX-RENTAL F.S.T's VHF/UHF UPVERTERS - NEW £14.95 ONE FOR ALL REMOTES FAX MACHINES ANSWER PHONES SECURITY LIGHTS

VIDEOS NOW IN STOCK!

Celtel

PRICES QUOTED SUBJECT TO VAT.
TELEX: 295141 TX LINK G - MBX 708861404
FAX: 0256 474900 EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
WE SHALL NOT BE BEATEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHILIPS G11 —</th>
<th>£5</th>
<th>9-6 26”</th>
<th>£15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9-0</td>
<td>£10</td>
<td>PORTS</td>
<td>£45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20”/22”/26” TX10 TEXT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MECHANICALS — £25
ELECTRONICS 3V23 — £45 OTHERS £60
★ STEREO SOUND TV’s ONLY £80
★ TX9 & TX10 BASIC TV’s £25

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO VAT (OFFERS APPLY WHILE STOCKS LAST)
*ALL THE ABOVE ITEMS ON OFFER HAVE SLIGHT FAULTS (GENUINE)*

SUPERVISION
UNIT 16, TOWER WORKS,
2 GLOBE ROAD, LEEDS LS11 5QG.
(off Water Lane, near Hilton Hotel (formerly Dragonara)

RING OUR HOTLINES NOW!
NORTH 0532 SOUTH 07 7691029
444195

SUPERVISION

FOR VALVES

Edicron, having over 30 years experience of supplying electronic components and exporting to some 40 countries worldwide, offers:
- High quality products
- The best prices
- Rapid delivery
- Technical back-up
- Comprehensive stocks
- No minimum quantities

To find out more about what Edicron can offer you, or for details of any of the products shown below — ring, fax, telex or write to us today.

Edicron Limited
9, Bethune Road, London NW10 6NJ
Tel: 01 961 2020
Telex: 265531 EDICRN G Fax: 01 961 2285 GRP 3

ICS

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!!
Train at home for one of these Career Opportunities

More than 8 million students throughout the world have found it worth their while! An ICS home-study course can help you get a better job, make more money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home-study courses and is the largest correspondence school in the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors. Find out how we can help YOU. Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice. (Tick one box only!)

Electronics
Radio, Audio & TV Servicing

Basic Electronic Engineering (City & Guilds)
Radio Amateur Licence Exam (City & Guilds)

Electrical Engineering
Car Mechanics

Elec. Contracting/Installation
Computer Programming

GCE over 40 'O' & 'A' level subjects

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
P. Code ____________________________

International Correspondence Schools,
Dept. EG329, 312/314 High St., Sutton, Surrey
SM1 1PR. Tel: 01-843 9668 or 041-221 2926
(both 24 hours).
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NEW YEAR SPECIALS FROM AVS GROUP

ALL THREE OF OUR BRANCHES ARE HAVING A JANUARY SALE!

SPEND OVER £1000 (IN ONE GO) AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A 2½% DISCOUNT —
SPEND OVER £2000 AND GET A 5% DISCOUNT

REMEMBER JANUARY ONLY FOR OUR GREATEST SALE EVER!

"IF YOU WANT LOADS OF STOCK CONTACT DAVE HOLMES"

NEW I.R. HANDSETS UNBEATABLE FROM £10.00

SPECIALIST EXPORT DEPT
AT RISBOROUGH

HEAD OFFICE
PRINCES RISBOROUGH

BULK BUYERS WELCOME
CONTACT DAVE HOLMES
AT RISBOROUGH

HUMBERSIDE

KEN HOW
0652 660242
0652 660243

AVS HUMBERSIDE
UNIT 8 ST. MARY'S WORKS
MARSH LANE, BARTON-ON-HUMBER
SOUTH HUMBERSIDE.
METEX PROFESSIONAL DMM’S

EDUCATION AND QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST

3½ and 4½ 12mm LCD Digital multi-
meters. 5 ranges AC and DC volts;
6 Resistance Ranges to 20M ohm: AC/DC
to 20 Amps: Hfe Transistor test;
Diode Test: Continuity. Auto polarity
and zero: Plus extra features as
below: Size 176 x 90 x 36
mm (3800 172 x 88 x 36):
All with Test Leads:
Fused: Hard carry case
and instructions.

MODEL  DIGITS  RANGES  EXTRA FEATURES  BASIC  PRICE
3600  3½  32  Low AC/DC 0/20 micro
amp ranges  0.5%  £31.50
3610  3½  30  LED continuity indicator  0.3%  £35.18
3630  3½  30  5-Range Capacitance Test  0.3%  £40.65
3650  3½  30  2-Range frequency counter
5-Capacitance  0.3%  £46.92
4630  4½  30  Data Hold
5-Range Capacitance  0.05%  £54.75
4650  4½  30  Data Hold: 5-Range Freq.
5-Capacitance  0.05%  £62.57

Add 15% VAT UK only. - UK POST/INS etc. FREE (EXPORT EXTRA)

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK — CALLERS WELCOME

QUALITY Rebuilds

Get on the hot-line today!

SAVE £££s
KEEP THAT OLDER SET
PURCHASE A NEW 15-3610
OR 47-342/3 TUBE
FOR ONLY £5 + CARRIAGE
Also NEW 560 AKB22 £35
NEW 670 XB22 £37.50

Delta Rebuilds

Up to 19" From £28
Up to 22" From £30
Up to 3" From £34
11" up to 22" From £34
11" up to 26" From £36
Low Focus + £2
A47 342 New £28
17HP New £30
470EB New £30
Delta only. Less 5% 5+

Inline Rebuilds

Up to 22" From £40
Up to 26" From £45
A56 - 540x £56
A66 - 540x £58
Bonded Coil + £5
ALL SIZES OF NEW AND
REBUILT MONO TUBES
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

LONDON'S NEW EX-RENTAL WAREHOUSE

RELIABLE WHOLESALE TV

SALE TIME!

TV’s from £3 VIDEOS from £30
WE STOCK THE LOT — 10p WILL SAVE ££s

TO NAME A FEW

TV'S
PHILIPS G8 - G11 - KT3 - KT30 - KT35 CTX
DORIC MK2 - MK3 - MK4 - MK5
FERGUSON TX9 - TX10 - 9600 - 8800
Plus Pye, Sony, Finlandia, GEC, Hitachi, National Panasonic,
Mitsubishi, Toshiba, Grundig, ITT & MORE, MORE, MORE

VIDEOS
3V22 - 5000 - 8000 - 3V28/35/36/37/38/39/45
SHARP 9500 - 9600 - 9700 + MORE, MORE, MORE

VAT Prices exclude VAT.
HANDSETS - Handsets are included with working sets but are
charged extra in ‘off the pile’ sales.

WE ARE JUST OFF A406 (BARKING)
2 ROADS AWAY FROM EAST HAM TUBE
RELIABLE WHOLESALE TV
UNIT 2
2A LATHOM ROAD
EAST HAM, LONDON E6
01-471 9622
01-590 2715

NOTE
Surcharge £4.50 without
exch. glass.

MIN. CARRIAGE £5
£10 if glass collected.

TERMS
Cash with order
ALL PRICES
EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

THE COMPANY WHO PUT HIGH STANDARDS FIRST

CHROMAVAC LTD., PUMP STREET,
HOLLINWOOD, OLDHAM OL9 7LR
Ask for Mr Butterworth ON: 061-681 2959

01-681 2959

FIRST IN TUBE REBUILDING TECHNOLOGY

30AX; 540 SERIES!

REDUCED SERVICING COST,
FIT A DIRECT REPLACEMENT
AVAILABLE ONLY FROM CHROMAVAC.
PRE CONVERGED AS ORIGINAL.
EXTERNAL MULTIPLE UNIT NOT REQUIRED.
TELEPRICE LIMITED

SIMPLY THE WHOLESALE SUPPLIER OF THE EX-RENTAL T.V.'s & VIDEO RECORDERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

RING OUR LOCAL MANAGER FOR DETAILS

FARNBOROUGH WAREHOUSE
CLIFF PARSONS
0252 540814
7/8 KINGSGROVE INDUSTRIAL EST.
INVINCIBLE ROAD
FARNBOROUGH
HANTS. GU14 7QS

7/8 KINGSGROVE INDUSTRIAL EST.
INVINCIBLE ROAD
FARNBOROUGH
HANTS. GU14 7QS

AVONMOUTH WAREHOUSE
KARLA HEATH
0272 235093
5 PORTVIEW ROAD
AVONMOUTH
BRISTOL BS11 7LQ

AINTREE WAREHOUSE
IAN McCLELLAND
051 530 1285
UNIT 2, RACERCourse IND. EST.
ORMSKIRK ROAD
AINTREE
LIVERPOOL L9 5AL

LINWOOD WAREHOUSE
IAN DORAN
0505 29284
1a LYON ROAD
LINWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
LINWOOD
RENFREWSHIRE PA3 3BQ

SUNDERLAND WAREHOUSE
BRIAN CADE
091 523 5554
9a/8
94 CARRMERE ROAD
LEECHMERE INDUSTRIAL EST.
SUNDERLAND SR2 9TE

MAJOR REGIONAL WAREHOUSES AT YOUR SERVICE
BARGAINS STILL AVAILABLE

MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b. size 4" x 1 1/2" x 1 1/4". Light weight, ideal for internal or external use. £3.50. Order Ref. 4P271.

ALL TECHNICAL DATA will be included if the pack is ordered. Output to be 3W rms.

MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b. size 4" x 1 1/2" x 1 1/4". Light weight, ideal for internal or external use. £3.50. Order Ref. 4P271.

CIRCUIT TRANSFORMER £3.50 for 13A spurs. These are brand new soli in the manufacturers' boxes but have a slight defect associated with the cassette section. The radio and amplifier appear to be in perfect working order but sold as untested. You can use this at home if you wish but it is plenty powerful to be used in public sound systems.

METAL PROJECT BOX. Ideal size for battery charger, power supply etc. £2.50. Order Ref. 2P183.

THERMOCOUPLE CONNECTOR. Each £0.50. Order Ref. 2P189.

50A METER. Good British make complete with fuse, parcel of 5 for £2. Order Ref. 2P166.

3 CORE FLEX BARGAIN No. 3. Core size 2.5mm suitable for long extension leads coming up to 13 amps or short leads up to 25A for £5. Order Ref. 2P178.

CROSSOVER NETWORKS for home speakers. Make and choose to your own requirements. £5.50. Order Ref. 2P180.

URETHANE BEAM - this £2 kit provides a lamp to which a switch will trigger when a trigger beam is interrupted by a solid object. £6.25. Order Ref. 2P187.

ALUMINIUM CABLE GROOVED - 50mm wide teeth. £3.50. Order Ref. 2P186.

METAL PLATE COVERS. Each £0.50. Order Ref. 2P190.

PHANTOM BEAM £5. Order Ref. 2P188.

MINI MICROPHONE PLUGS. Each £0.50. Order Ref. 2P188.

MINI MICROPHONE PLUGS. Each £0.50. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL GIRDLE 8" x 8" x 1" for £2. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL GIRDLE 8" x 8" x 1" for £2. Order Ref. 2P188.

50A FUSE BLOCK for £1.55. Order Ref. 2P188.

PHILIPS LASER. This is aham-laser and has a power rating of 1.5W. Complete set with electronics, £25. Order Ref. 2P188.

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 10 black and white lines. Price £45. Order Ref. 2P188.

MINI ELECTRICAL STOREROOM. £2.50. Order Ref. 2P188.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL PCBs - a must for hook ups. £2.50. Order Ref. 2P188.

KODAK Flex switches with neon Mott lights, etc. Are particularly suitable arc recommended for use with 51/4in drives. £28.50 plus £3 post. See Hitachi, reference PB6. Order Ref. 2P188.

ATARI 65XE COMPUTER. Complete kit of a three channel sound to light unit covering all of the contacting of wrong lines. £11.50 + £3 post. Order Ref. 2P188.

MINI MONO AMP. £3. Order Ref. 2P188.

ATARI 560X COMPUTER. This is a complete and working example of the 560X computer. £20. Order Ref. 2P188.

DATA RECORDERS. ACON for Acorn Electron. £25 (untested). Order Ref. 2P188.

JOYSTICK FOR ATARI OR COMMODORE for all Atel and Commodore 64 and Vic20. New Price £8. Order Ref. 2P188.

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER! Full set of components etc. £10.50. Order Ref. 2P188.

VENNER TIME SWITCH. Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one on and one off. Order Ref. 2P188.

PHILOPYX ASSEMBLY contains complete 550V diode, 1220W fuses and £37.50 + £3 insurance deliveries. Order Ref. 2P188.

VACUUM TUBE ASSEMBLY for £10. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL FLEX LEADS with push on 1/4" tags - a must for hook ups. £2.50. Order Ref. 2P188.

ELECTROPLATING KIT. £16. Order Ref. 2P188.

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 10, black and white, £65. Order Ref. 2P188.

MINI MICROPHONE 51/4" stud to suit tubes, £10. Order Ref. 2P188.

50A MAINS FUSE BLOCKS. Price £10.50 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

MINI MONO AMP 2.5mm stereo jack. £5.50 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

MINI MONO AMP 2.5mm stereo jack. £5.50 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

50A METAL FUSE BLOCKS. Price £10.50 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL MOUNTED BUILDING BLOCKS. £2. Order Ref. 2P188.

ATARI 2600X COMPUTER. This is a most powerful and popular of course. New complete with PSU, TV lead and no special requirements. £10 for only £5.50 insuranced delivered.

MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b. size 4" x 1 1/2" x 1 1/4". Light weight, ideal for internal or external use. £3.50. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.

METAL BEAM LAMPS. 200mm long. £2 each. Order Ref. 2P188.
**February Special Offer**

**B.T. Cable (per metre)**

**C15 Iron Kn**

**CSI7 Iron Kg**

0025 v., Iron kivcomplete with stand,

Reception can be obtained on any F.M. Radio.

Simply remove cover - insert battery - and you're

**FM Transmitter**

2A, 3A, 5A 13A 800, 1A, 1.25, 1.6, 2, 2.5, 3.15, 4, 5, 6.3, 10

**4-Pin E10.00 SPIN E10.00 + ELLI5 P&P + VAT**

chargers are fully tested and guaranteed

obtained after 10-12 hours lovernightl charging Supplied complete with main

**FOAM CLEANER**

**SCAPA FREEZE**

**-1202**

**7.99**

**870**

**1.24**

**1.18**

**mensions: 245 x 75 a 75mm.**

**EAST CORNWALL COMPONENTS**

119 HIGH STREET

WEM

SHROPSHIRE SY4 5TT TEL: 0933 32689

TELEX: 35656

**ORDERING:** All components are brand new and to full specification. Please

add 85p postbag/ pack (unless otherwise specified) to all orders

then add 15% VAT to the total. Minimum order £5.00. Either send

cheque/cash/postal order or send telephone your Access or Visa

number. Official orders from schools, universities, colleges etc must

welcome. (Do not forget to send for our catalogue - only £1.00

copy). Delivery by return on ex stock items. All items price subject

to change without notice. HEITAIL shop open Mon-Fri 9.00-5.00, Sat 9-12.00.
The Coming of Astra

Congratulations are due to all those involved in the successful launch of the Astra TV satellite. Now for the programmes: the first Sky Television services are due to start in early February. How many will be watching when this historic (in TV terms) event occurs? How many will continue to watch? And how many for good measure? Sky begins to build a reputation? All this depends to some extent on the sales pitch. Sky is understood to be kicking off with a launch budget of more than £20m. This might seem a lot, but is not all that great when you consider that Sky is going to have to persuade viewers to adopt a wholly new method of reception and have new equipment installed, all at the customers' expense. But most present LNBs do not have the bandwidth to cover both Astra and BSB's DBS services. A dish for Astra will serve for BSB, provided the dish is steerable, which of course it can be. Thus the footprint for the initial Sky Television services. Further misunderstandings have arisen over the Carrington is decoded, re-coded in PAL form and then modulated on to a u.h.f. carrier for feeding into the aerial socket of a standard TV receiver. How much benefit is there in the successful launch of the Astra TV services from a high-power (61dBW) satellite are due to be started in the autumn, is starting off with a £60m publicity campaign. It is going to have to try, amongst other things, to persuade viewers that its MAC transmissions will be worth the extra expense. BSB has boasted that the use of a 10-9-11-7GHz band as opposed to the 11-7-12GHz band officially allocated for DBS use by the 1977 WARC, and more recently threatened with additional competition by the proposals in the government's white paper on broadcasting. BSB had to go through a lengthy vetting procedure to obtain its DBS franchise from the IBA; Sky merely took advantage of an orbital slot and section of the spectrum not otherwise committed. It's an unfair world, but this seems to be part of what the new era of deregulated broadcasting involves.

To date, Sky has had a lot of luck. Only five years ago those in the know would have considered it unthinkable to start regular broadcasting from a medium-power satellite using PAL signal encoding. Perhaps the broadcasting authorities were being unduly conservative in their view of what was feasible. But we still have to see what the quality provided by Astra's 52dBW signal will be. Will heavy rain produce excessive attenuation for example? Be that as it may, the technology has been advancing apace, making Sky's life that much easier. Inexpensive, low-noise front-end units have come along at just the right time. One wonders why it was ever thought that microwave technology was inevitably a matter of high-quality precision engineering and great expense. Simply, perhaps, because that was the case in the days when the use of DBS was restricted to applications. Very recently, however, we have been seeing signs of competition to professional application. There are now a number of companies in the UK who are looking at the possibility of using local microwave links for Astra. This would cut down on the initial capital cost of the Astra services: at present the 1981 Broadcasting Act states that viewers must buy or rent the equipment themselves. This seems very different to the situation in the USA where the government has stepped in to provide a modest dish will suffice to give perfectly adequate reception. Given a bit more development work on low-noise microwave semiconductor devices and dish size will shrink further.

As Sky's operation is about to begin, a certain amount of nervousness amongst the various competing broadcasters is becoming apparent. Various claims and counter-claims have been made, and there have been threats of litigation. There was to start off with BSB's knocking advertisement about the size of dish that would be required for Astra reception in different parts of the UK. Finally, Sky looks at the wrong footprint map, though the fact is that the coverage of the different groups of channels varies so that different results will be obtained as more channels come into use. Astra was originally planned as a pan-European rather than a UK-orientated satellite. More recently the ITV companies have been seeking ways to prevent advertisements for Sky Television and BSB appearing on their channels: at present the 1981 Broadcasting Act prevents discrimination against potential advertisers. And BSH has approached the Office of Fair Trading asking it to act under the 1987 Misleading Advertising Regulations over an advertisement that appeared in The Times and The Sunday Times. The advertisement suggested that many viewers would not benefit from the use of the MAC transmission standard.

There are one or two technical points that should perhaps be made clear. First, PAL and frequency modulation of the video signal do not go well together. This is because noise increases with frequency for a given bandwidth. Therefore, the encoding of the TV signal must be done in a way that the low-frequency components are preserved. The disadvantage of PAL is that the chrominance information is carried on the subcarrier, which is modulated on to the carrier by a process called 'interlacing'. This causes a poor colour-to-black and white image, and can lead to 'ghosting' if the carrier is not strong enough. The problem is that the subcarrier must be modulated on to the carrier by a process called 'interlacing'. This causes a poor colour-to-black and white image, and can lead to 'ghosting' if the carrier is not strong enough. The problem is that the subcarrier must be demodulated to baseband video then processed in the TV set. The disadvantages of PAL - cross-colour effects and subcarrier patterning - are reintroduced if the MAC transmission is decoded, re-coded in PAL form and then modulated on to a u.h.f. carrier for feeding into the aerial socket of a standard TV receiver. How much benefit is obtained from the undoubted advantage of MAC coding thus depends on the arrangements used at the receiving site. Further misunderstandings have arisen over the dish and LNB. A dish for Astra will serve for BSB, provided the dish is steerable, which adds to the expense. But most present LNBs do not have the bandwidth to cover both bands, and polarisation differences add to the complications. Astra uses circular polarisation, vertical or horizontal depending on channel, while BSB's DBS services are to use circular polarisation.

We had hoped to be able to include with this issue a sponsored card on the Astra satellite. The problems of getting the information and arranging for printing, especially as this issue is being produced during the Christmas/New Year holiday period, have made this impossible however. Instead, a cover-mounted promotional gift has been included. Basic information on Astra services has appeared in recent issues (see November page 46 and December page 125) while a map on page 259 this month shows the footprint for the initial Sky Television services.

Congratulations are due to all those involved in the successful launch of the Astra TV satellite. Now for the programmes: the first Sky Television services are due to start in early February. How many will be watching when this historic (in TV terms) event occurs? How many will continue to watch? And how many for good measure? Sky begins to build a reputation? All this depends to some extent on the sales pitch. Sky is understood to be kicking off with a launch budget of more than £20m. This might seem a lot, but is not all that great when you consider that Sky is going to have to persuade viewers to adopt a wholly new method of reception and have new equipment installed, all at the customers' expense. But most present LNBs do not have the bandwidth to cover both Astra and BSB's DBS services. A dish for Astra will serve for BSB, provided the dish is steerable, which adds to the expense. But most present LNBs do not have the bandwidth to cover both bands, and polarisation differences add to the complications. Astra uses circular polarisation, vertical or horizontal depending on channel, while BSB's DBS services are to use circular polarisation.

We had hoped to be able to include with this issue a sponsored card on the Astra satellite. The problems of getting the information and arranging for printing, especially as this issue is being produced during the Christmas/New Year holiday period, have made this impossible however. Instead, a cover-mounted promotional gift has been included. Basic information on Astra services has appeared in recent issues (see November page 46 and December page 125) while a map on page 259 this month shows the footprint for the initial Sky Television services.
TV Fault Finding

Philips CP110 Chassis

I've had a few cases where, when the chopper transistor has failed, two of the diodes in the bridge rectifier and the chopper control chip have failed as well. In this particular case however the 210V supply rectifier had gone short-circuit. When I switched on again I was rewarded with an over-bright monochrome picture: the transistors in the green output stage had gone short-circuit and the resulting high voltage had taken R3445, R3410, D6406, T7413 and R3416. Had there been a thunder storm perhaps?

The problem with another of these sets was field foldover that varied as the chassis was flexed. No dry-joints could be seen, so attention was directed to the top of the board. The area around C2574 was most sensitive to probing and when this electrolytic was removed the cause of the problem could be seen - it had lost its electrolyte all over the board. P.B.

Grundig CUC2410 Chassis

This set had no picture as the RGB output stages weren't being driven. The anti-screen-burn circuit was coming into action though the field hadn't collapsed. A check on the field output waveform revealed that it was about half the normal size, which was reasonable as the supply was only 10V. R525 (0.33Ω) had gone high-resistance. P.B.

Philips/Pye System 4 Chassis

The customer reported that the set would go dead. Our field engineer went out and resoldered the connections to the line output transformer, but as this didn't provide a cure the set was brought into the workshop. On test we found that the set lost its picture, but not sound, every ten-fifteen minutes or so. When the fault was present there were no video waveforms at the c.r.t., nor at the outputs of the TDA3651A colour decoder chip IC7150. The latter was receiving its inputs but the sandcastle pulse was 9V with the fault present, 10V otherwise. This gave us a clue: we suspected the TDA2541 i.f. chip IC7110. Fitting a replacement made no difference how-ever. We next found that the 26V supply at pin 13 rose to 12V. The flyback booster diode D6107 between these pins was going leaky intermittently.

I've had the equivalent diode D6400 in the CTX chassis cause trouble, but in this case the symptom is field collapse, not chopping off the video. S.A.F.

Grundig 6445 (GSC200 Chassis)

This was a real Grundig snorter of a fault. The channel indicator was on but there was no sound or picture and the set was apparently tripping at a rate of about twice a second. Symptoms like these usually indicate a dry-joint, a faulty thyristor or the occasional defective capacitor, but not this time. Even the reliable line output and commuta-tor transformers were tried. As a secondary symptom we found that all the l.t. supplies were low at about 9V. This should have pointed us in the right direction but a certain amount of time was spent checking with external l.t. supplies connected. One thing we discovered was that the set worked with an external 13V supply connected to the line oscillator but went off again as soon as this supply was disconnected. Diode D637 (1N4001) which provides isolation between the start-up supply and the other l.t. supplies at switch on was open-circuit. C.A.

Philips K30 Chassis

This set was a real dinger having been messed about with in the region of the EW amplifier transistors on the mother board. I nearly gave up when I suddenly realised that the transistor markings are printed incorrectly on the panel. Inserting them the correct way round put matters right. H.MacM.

Decca 100 Chassis

Severe ringing and poor luminance looked very like a mistuned i.f. stage but we eventually found that the 47µF luminance coupling capacitor C208 on the colour decoder panel had gone very low in value. H.MacM.

Philips G11 Chassis

No sound or raster was due to no little trouble in the line generator circuit. The TDA2590Q chip had split apart, D2015 was short-circuit and C2001 (100µF) had exploded. H.MacM.

Grundig 7400

This set suffered from vertical shading on the screen. There were two vertical green bars with a bright-up on the edge, one roughly in the centre of the screen and the other towards the right-hand side. The cause of the problem was that C632 (220µF) had gone rotten. It's the reservoir capacitor for the 27V supply, which was low at 22V. The problem was made more confusing because another dealer had attempted to solve it by advancing the HS control to give 9V instead of 54V at point C on the line output transformer. This gave the impression of no EW correction, so a lot of time was wasted. M.D.

Ferguson TX100 Chassis

This was the first of these sets that has come our way. The problem was fairly simple - no red because the 100kΩ feedback resistor R609 in the red output stage had gone open-circuit. M.D.

Pye 2260 (Philips CTX-E Chassis)

This set came in dead. The mains fuse had blown and the surge limiter resistor R3291 (4-7Ω) was open-circuit. A quick check showed that the bridge rectifier had gone short-circuit negative to one a.c. leg. We replaced these parts and switched on. Result: the set tripped. Replacing the sync chip IC7375 (TDA2577) cured that but the set then had a blank raster with no sound. We found that the TDA2541 i.f. chip IC7151 had no supply at pin 11 because R3153 had gone open-circuit. Replacing this resistor restored the voltage at pin 11 but there was still no improvement. A new TDA2541 produced a ghost outline.
of snow and we next found that the video emitter-follower T7148 (BC548) was also short-circuit. Replacing this gave us more snow. R3103 which feeds 12V to the tuner was open-circuit. After this had been replaced there was a nice snowy picture with no sound. R3170 in the 12V feed to the TBA1205 intercarrier sound chip had gone open-circuit. With a replacement fitted the set worked but it was impossible to stop it searching and make it store channels. This proved to be due to the MSM5840M-63R3 microcomputer chip on the remote control panel. The customer thought that the set simply had a blown fuse. . .

Sanyo CTP6102

This oldie suffered from very intermittent field jump with occasional rolling. The problem was eventually cured by replacing the transistors in the field oscillator circuit, Q401 (2SA564) and Q402 (2SC536), although they measured perfectly.

M.D.

Pye 3030 (Philips NC3 Chassis)

Intermittent picture failure with this almost new set was traced to a dry-joint on R608 (18Ω). The screen. The cause was found as soon as the set's back cover was removed. The RGB and earth leads that run to the c.r.t. base PCB they were resting on the main panel close to the line output transformer. Just moving the leads a few centimetres away from the transformer, e.g. by hinging down the signals panel, cleared the problem.

I.B.

Sanyo CTP4100 (79P Chassis)

The picture brightness varied - it would become bright enough to produce flyback lines and poor focusing. Checks revealed that the tube's first anode supply was varying and we then noticed a glow near one end of R363 (270kΩ, 1W). This resistor forms part of the first anode supply network and was going open-circuit, causing voltage variations at one end of the first anode supply potentiometer VR361.

I.B.

Panasonic TC1475 (Z1 Chassis)

The only sign of life with this set was a whine from the switch-mode power supply. Protection diode D854 (R2G) on the 103V line was found to be short-circuit. Incidentally this diode isn't listed in the parts list - the part number is just R2G. Another diode was fitted and the set was run up on a variac. At around 145V input the set worked fine.

M.D.

Ferguson TX10 Chassis

The problem with this set was a faint vertical white line approximately four inches from the left-hand side of the screen. The cause was found as soon as the set's back cover was removed. The RGB and earth leads that run from the right side end of the upright signals panel to the c.r.t. base panel were incorrectly routed. Instead of being clipped along the upper edge of the signals panel before going to the c.r.t. base PCB they were resting on the main panel close to the line output transformer. Just moving the leads a few centimetres away from the transformer, e.g. by hinging down the signals panel, cleared the problem.

I.B.

Sony KV1400

This set would work for about twenty minutes then go dead. We found that the power supply protection circuit was coming into operation - in the fault condition Q652 and Q651 were both on. The set was switched off to deactivate the protection and a voltmeter was connected to the base of Q652. When we switched on the voltage was correct at approximately -0.3V but after a few minutes it started to rise slowly until it reached about 2V when Q652 switched on and shut down the power supply. The protection circuit comes into operation when the voltages in the line output stage are excessive. Sensing is via the 18V zener diode D653. The problem was that this device was leaky.

I.B.

Thorn 9000 Chassis

The power supply was tripping and the two beam limiter resistors R724/5 were overheating - the classic signs of tripler failure. So a new tripler was fitted, along with a couple of new resistors, and the set was tried again. This time the power supply stopped tripping, the sound returned and the c.r.t.'s heaters lit up, indicating correct timebase operation. R725 once again overheated however, due to a high negative voltage from the clipper diode in the tripler via R724. The line output transformer had to be replaced because of interwinding leakage between the e.h.t. overwinding and the other coil on the same bobbin.

C.D.

Nikkai BG001

With a dead set you might find the fuse open-circuit or intact. If the set starts up with heavy tripping when the Avo 8 (on a.c.) is connected to the cathode of Q811 or the junction of R812/3 and continues to do this we've found that either R812 or R813 is open-circuit - the manual for sets sold in Ireland may read R812 and R828 or just R883.

In one case the raster shrunk by an inch all round then went dim with the h.t. down at about 80V. Q815 was open-circuit.

J.R.A.

Hitachi CPT2626

This set suffered from an intermittently snowy picture. Tapping the tuner indicated that it had a dry-joint, so a new one was fitted. Within a few seconds the set went into standby by R717 in the 12V rail open-circuit. Another tuner was tried, with a new R717, and while fitting this we noticed that the row of wire links near the tuner in fact passed partly below it: one end of one of them had popped up a bit while desoldering the tuner so that it shorted to the tuner's body when the new unit was fitted - why do these things happen to us?!

This was not the end of the story however. We now had a whistle on sound, pitched at about middle C. It appeared only at the mid-range of the volume rocker bar and the rotary analogue control had no effect on it. The big can of microfarads was applied to all rails in the audio and i.f. areas with no effect (don't forget to switch off, discharge, connect and switch on each time!). We then found that the whistle wobbled while changing channels with the remote control unit, and that volume up/down raised and lowered the pitch. Adding microfarads to the remote control receiver panel did nothing. Increasing the value of C428 which decouples the d.c. volume control voltage from 4-7μF to 47μF provided an 80 per cent cure, so we settled for 100μF. The set had to be sent out before we could scope across C428 to see the frequency and waveform coming from the control panel. Can anyone add to this?

J.R.A.
Letters

VINTAGE TV

Those who read Jeffrey Borin's interesting articles on running vintage TV receivers might like to know that the old 405-line transmitters from the Isle of Wight stations were given to our Wireless Museum, together with the standard converters and ancillary equipment. The small (?) 1kW standby transmitter is now back in working order and could be put on air at the touch of a button. I must hasten to add that we have no intention of carrying out such a dastardly deed however - despite having been granted the special exhibition callsign GB3WM ...

Douglas Byrne, G3KPO,
Hon. Curator, C.E.M. Trust,
The Wireless Museum, Arreton Manor, I.O.W.

MAKING IT PAY

I feel that I must reply to Mr. McHugh's letter in the December issue. If he is as well qualified to carry out repair work as he says, he's clearly working for one of the "rip-off" merchants - only in this case it's he who is being ripped off. He should realise that his employer, who is clearly not having any problem making a living or staying in business, is banking £108 a day clear as a result of the work that Mr. McHugh is doing for him.

I've been on my own for two years now and have had no problem at all in making a very good living. I agree wholeheartedly with those other readers who have said that specialist workshops and high skill qualifications are the way to make money and stay ahead of the game these days. I applied for government grants and took on industrial premises in an enterprise zone, then used my contacts built up over many years to start getting work in.

If Mr. McHugh wants to try it and has belief in his abilities he will find that many independent workshops are grossly overloaded and are only too pleased to farm out some of their overflow to a skilled engineer. They will often send the lad round with the repairs to ensure that the maximum time is spent at the bench doing their work. Payment for work of this nature is usually immediate, and an added bonus is no direct contract with Joe Public.

If Mr. McHugh wants to get some quality work in he should look to the computer market. Many computers are owned by industry and often all they're interested in is getting their machines back up and running, cost not being the prime factor. Video monitors go wrong with alarming regularity, and when all is said and done they are only stripped out TV sets. Believe me, there's little industry expertise in this field. Most digital engineers run a mile when high-voltage analogue circuitry is at fault, preferring to return monitors either to the manufacturers or to specialist workshops like mine.

CD players, cordless telephones and telephone answering machines are other areas where there is little servicing expertise. Try getting any of these repaired and see how many shops will turn you away. All these shops are potential customers for Mr. McHugh, as they would rather take in the repair than turn away the customer and risk losing his future custom.

In conclusion, it's not necessary to exist on £108 a week. Get in there yourself, do a good job at a sensible and reasonable price - and start to live. You'll probably find it a good deal easier than you think to get into and stay in business - if you really are good. If you can live on £108 a week, that's all you need to make at first not to notice the difference - except that you may find yourself a little more tired and rather more fulfilled!

G. R. Darby, Proprietor Monitech,
Earls Barton, Northampton

TRIPPING PHILIPS KT3

The cause of the permanently tripping Philips KT3 chassis (Service Bureau, December) is almost certainly that the mains bridge rectifier's reservoir capacitor C1460a (200µF) has gone open-circuit. I've had two sets recently with this same fault.

Ron Purfitt,
Melksham, Wils.

ORACLE PUZZLES

After successfully solving the ITV Oracle Televox enigma (Letters October-November) can readers offer any ideas about pages 701-3, 713-5, 719 and 799?

C. Russell,
London NW2

HELP WANTED

Can anyone supply a service sheet/circuit diagram for the Steepletone monochrome TV plus a.m./f.m. radio receiver Model STVR45? The set was made in Taiwan.

F. C. Bailey,
2 Elmridge, Leigh, Lancs WN7 1HN.

Can anyone supply an audio chip that no longer seems to be available, type TDA1004A?

D. O'Brien,
420 Mourne Road, Drimmnagh, Dublin 12, Ireland.

Despite trying several sources I have been unable to obtain a TDA1004 i.c. Can anyone help with this?

G. A. H. Geary,
30 Burbages Lane, Longford, Coventry.

VIEW FROM ZIMBABWE

In this former outpost of the Empire one of the highlights of the month is the arrival of the magazine from the "old country". As I was a small, independent dealer in the UK in the 405-line era I particularly enjoy the letters pages. I find that many of the problems encountered by dealers and servicemen in the fifties still seem to be very much the same today and satisfactory solutions as far off as ever.

I must take issue with R. A. Holmes (August) on the subject of monochrome receiver prices. No 9in. set cost as much as £100 in the early fifties. Pye produced an excellent "Dark Screen" table model for 39 guineas (retail prices were than always quoted in guineas and were strictly controlled). Incidentally it was a serviceman's delight: after unscrewing just two bolts the chassis and tube slid out of the cabinet as one unit. By 1959 the first of the 17in. 110° "Slimline" models - built down to a price rather than up to a standard - cost about 60 guineas. Retail price maintenance was soon to be swept away and...
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**SPECIAL OFFER THIS MONTH**

**SPLIT-DIODE**

- £6 EACH

**L.O.P.T.**

- **£5 EACH**

**SENDZ COMPONENTS**

63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON, SHOEburyNESS, ESSEX SS3 8AF.

SAME DAY SERVICE

All items subject to availability. No Accounts: No Credit Cards. Postal Order/Cheque with order. Add 15% VAT, then £1 Postage. Add Postage for Overseas.

Callers: To shop at
212 LONDON ROAD, SOUTHEND. Tel. 0702-332992. Fax. 0702 338805

Open 9-12, 230-6. GMT + school orders accepted on official headings. Add 10% handling charge.

---

**UNIVERSAL TRIPLEX NEW TYPE**

- £6.00

**VIDEO LEADS**

- £3.00

**AMSTRAD LINE O.F. Transmitters with Diode**

- £3.50

**BUDRAS**

- £1.50

**THOMAS YD TUNER NO. 41**

- £5.00

**NEW PANEL**

- £7.00

**PHILIPS YEARS AHEAD**

- £8.00

**THE CREDIT CARD CALCULATOR Solar Powered**

- £3.75

**NEW PHILIPS STEREO 8 Tracks & Battery-Powered Calculator**

- £8.00

**THORNE PANELS**

- £5.00

**DECCA - GEC - ITT**

- £1.50

**Paver Supply Switch Mode**

- £2.00

**Can be adapted for video**

- £2.00

**CONDENSER Axial Leach 450 AC 1200 DC 300 MF**

- £1.50

**HITACH TUNER**

- £2.50

**THORN MAIN CHASSIS**

- £1.00

**AURO RANGE**

- £1.00

**DECCA - GEC - ITT**

- £1.00

**SENDZ PANELS**

- £1.00

**GEC - TOSHI**

- £1.00

**GFI-TO-41**

- £1.00

**DECCA - GEC - ITT**

- £1.00

---

**SENDZ COMPONENTS**

63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON, SHOEburyNESS, ESSEX SS3 8AF.

SAME DAY SERVICE

All items subject to availability. No Accounts: No Credit Cards. Postal Order/Check with order. Add 15% VAT, then £1 Postage. Add Postage for Overseas.

Callers: To shop at
212 LONDON ROAD, SOUTHEND. Tel. 0702-332992. Fax. 0702 338805

Open 9-12, 230-6. GMT + school orders accepted on official headings. Add 10% handling charge.
with it many of the smaller dealers who could no longer compete with the bulk order buying power of the high street multiples. Soon afterwards I thought it wise to get out, while my head was still above water, and search for greener pastures.

Here in Zimbabwe a twenty-year old, well-preserved monochrome set with doors and legs (referred to here as a "cabinet model") sells for the equivalent of £200-£250. A line output valve for this sort of set, if you are lucky enough to find someone able to sell you one, costs about £16. A good G8 changes hands for about £500. New, large screen black-and-white cabinet models (if and when available) cost about the same. All new colour TV sets and VCRs have to be privately imported under licence by those fortunate enough to have external funds. I hope to be visiting the UK before long. If any reader knows of a supply of PL504s, PY88s, DY86s, PCL805s and TBA240s at competitive prices I'd be delighted to hear from him. H. J. Atwood, 3 Van Praagh Avenue, P.O. Belvedere, Harare, Zimbabwe.

Teletopics

**SATELLITE TV**

Once again the main news this month is provided by satellite TV developments. As you will all know by now, Astra has been successfully put into orbit: initial transmissions are due to start on January 20th and the first four Sky Television services are due to start on February 5th. The Disney Channel will commence operations in the spring and there is to be a sixth Sky Television channel which will be devoted to classic films, documentaries and arts programmes. This channel is provisionally known as Sky Arts and Education; it will be financed by advertising and corporate sponsorship and is due to come on air later in the year.

Sky Movies has signed agreements with Warner Brothers and Orion Pictures. The deal with Warner provides exclusive use of all future films over a five-year period plus substantial access to the Warner library. It also includes material from Lorimar Pictures and Television. The deal with Orion covers major releases plus pay-TV and basic rights to 167 other films in the Orion catalogue for a period of four years. The two Sky Television pay-TV channels, Sky Movies and The Disney Channel, are to use a scrambling system known as Palcrypt which has been jointly developed by Thomson and News Data Security Products Ltd. It uses the line cut and rotate method, with digitisation of the picture elements, and is exactly the same as the system proposed for use with MAC-packet systems and approved by the EBU. Thomson will be building the initial decoders and the system will subsequently be made available to other manufacturers under licence, enabling them to integrate the decoder circuitry within receivers.

Plessey is to supply microwave gallium-arsenide field-effect transistors for use in the TVRO system that is to be produced by Sir Clive Sinclair's company Cambridge Computer (see Teletopics, December). An order worth £3-4m for two million transistors has been placed and the TVRO systems are expected to be available from March. Further collaboration between Plessey and Cambridge Computer is aimed at producing a range of microwave gallium-arsenide chips for TVRO system use next year. Other Plessey TVRO system components will include a SAWF and a silicon decoder chip.

BSB, which already has agreements with Columbia, Cannon, MGA/UA and Warner Brothers, has entered into an agreement worth some £170m with Paramount Pictures and MCA/Universal, covering a total of around 650 feature films from the two US studios. BSB now has rights to show over 1,750 feature films during a five-year period. It's reputed to have paid around £400m for these rights. The Virgin Group's stake in BSB has been bought by the Australian Bond Corporation, which is best known in the UK for its Castlemaine lager, increasing Bond's interest in BSB from 22.47 to 33.7 per cent. The Virgin Group, which was one of BSB's founder members, is to concentrate on programme making and providing services to the television sector.

The sad saga of SuperChannel, which is at present in receivership, continues. Creditors are to be offered payment of a quarter of what they are owed. The Italian Beta Television company, which has a 55 per cent stake, has agreed to finance the channel until February.

ESPN, the US satellite TV sports channel, has increased its interest in Screensport from 3.5 to 25 per cent by buying part of the W.H. Smith Television stake. Screensport is moving to Astra with an extended 24-hour a day service.

There are to be at least six Eutelsat II second-generation, medium-power satellites. The first is scheduled for
launch in the spring of next year, at 13°E. A further four satellites will be launched at six-monthly intervals at 7°E, 10°E, 16°E and 36°E. The sixth satellite, expected to be in operation in early 1992, will be designed to meet Turkish requirements.

ITT Nokia has introduced a range of satellite receiving equipment and TV sets. The SAT1100 set-top unit is preprogrammed for the Astra transmissions and is MAC extendable. Features include an output for direct control of an electromagnetic polariser, a low threshold demodulator, 48-channel capability, wide and narrow band audio selection, a scart output socket and a user-friendly, full-function remote control system with LED display and a "TV release" function. The ITT Nokia LNB is optimised for use with the company's 55cm dish and receiver unit. The package sells at around £400. There are also two satellite-ready TV sets, Models SAT6390 and SAT7190, with built-in satellite tuners or the option of retrofit tuners. Other retrofit items that can be used with these sets are a NICAM stereo decoder and a picture-in-picture module. Both sets have a built-in f.m. radio.

Announcements of readiness for satellite TV are coming from various High Street traders. Dixons/Currys say that "they intend to be the dominant retail force in the satellite TV market" with receiving equipment priced from £199-99. An installation service is being provided by the Group's Mastercare service division. The Focus/Multibroadcast rental chain expects to install some 32,000 receivers during the first year of Astra broadcasting out of an anticipated market of 600,000 units.

THE CAMCORDER MARKET
Sales of camcorders worldwide are beginning to rise substantially. When figures become available it's expected that some 6m camcorders will have been sold during 1988, representing a turnover of $7.3bn. The largest markets, the USA and Japan, are expected to have taken 2m and 1.5m units respectively. For the UK deliveries of around 120,000 are anticipated -- BREMA figures show that 82,000 camcorders were delivered during the first nine months of 1988. Sales growth of over fifty per cent was seen in Japan, where one household in ten now owns a camcorder. Matsushita has suggested that camcorder sales will soon outstrip sales of still cameras.

CABLE TV
It's understood that Robert Maxwell has put up for sale his loss-making British Cable Services, which includes the old Rediffusion networks and several more recent multi-channel franchises -- it's the UK's largest cable TV operation. US firms continue to be the only ones prepared to put money into cable TV in the UK: the latest franchise awarding by the Cable Authority has gone to East London Telecommunications which is owned by Jones Intercable and Pacific Telesis. The franchise covers Barking, Bexley and Redbridge.

THE CD-R DISC
A blank, recordable compact disc, which is expected to be known as CD-R, has been demonstrated by the Tokyo electronic components and magnetic tape manufacturer Taiyo Yuden. The characteristics of the disc meet the basic Philips/Sony specification for compact discs. This is the latest in a series of announcements that have come from various firms which are conducting research in this field. Taiyo Yuden say that initially the aim would be to make the discs available for professional use. Copyright presents a serious problem in the domestic context, as it does with DAT. Once the technology has been mastered however its seems inevitable that it will eventually be offered on the consumer market. Recorders are still under development. The principle involved is to use a laser to alter the magnetic state of a disc layer, to give digital indication of either one or zero. With the Taiyo Yuden disc a 7-9mW laser is used for recording and a 2mW laser is used for playback. The disc is not erasable. Kodak however has recently announced the development of an erasable, recordable CD using what is known as thermo-magneto-optical technology.

TUNER PROVIDES MONITOR CONVERSION
Feedback Instruments Ltd., Test and Measurement Division, Park Road, Crowborough, E. Sussex TN6 2QR (telephone 0892 653 322) has introduced a tuner system, designated Model AV7300, to enable a dedicated colour monitor to be used as a TV receiver in addition to its monitor function. The unit can be permanently connected to the computer and a TV aerial, with simple switching between the two uses via the TV/computer switch. A green LED indicates the set's operational state. The tuner itself is a Philips type and the system gives push-button selection of up to twelve channels.

BLACK LINE 45AX TUBES
The new Black Line series of 45AX FS tubes from Philips Components provide bright, high-contrast pictures and, when switched off, an unobtrusive screen. The low expansion invar shadowmask used in the tubes combines improved contrast with excellent colour purity and white balance. Use of an invar shadowmask enables the tube to be driven at fifty per cent higher beam power than with a conventional steel shadowmask without discoloration being introduced. As a result a lower light transmission faceplate glass can be employed, giving a dark screen while retaining improved brightness. The invar shadowmask has an expansion coefficient less than seven per cent of that of a steel shadowmask. This leads to a dramatic reduction in beam displacement due to doming with high-energy mask loading. The new shadowmasks are used with the unique 45AX corner pin suspension system.

NEW FROM CROFTON
Two new video products have been introduced by Crofton Electronics of Kingshill, Nextend, Lyonshall, Herefordshire HR5 3HZ (telephone 054 48 557). The first is a miniature monochrome camera with solid-state image sensor, Model CCD2, which is claimed to be the smallest on the market today at 5.7 × 5.7 × 4.8mm and weighing 140g (less lens). The half-inch CCD image sensor provides a total pixel count of 276,450 with a sensitivity down to 3 lux. Output is 1V peak-peak at 75Ω and the signal-to-noise ratio better than 46dB with the a.g.c. off. There's a standard C lens mount and operation is at 11-16V d.c.

The second product is a time/date and message generator with stop-watch facility, known as Model TDM51. It's available in two basic forms, as an assembled PCB for incorporation in other equipment or boxed as a free-standing unit complete with mains transformer, input and output BNC sockets and setting push-buttons. The design is based around a single microcomputer chip with all the functions under software control, making specialised customisation possible. It can be interfaced with almost all video signals regardless of line standard and mains fre-
quency. Applications are wide and diverse, ranging from a simple time/day insert generator for video signal chains to use as an event timer, a video editing ident signal etc.

**VIDEO EQUIPMENT**

Akai's latest VCR, Model VS66EK, is a digital LP machine with a suggested price of £499.90. The digital features include picture-in-picture and freeze frame. The universal remote control handset that comes with the machine is a computerised unit with the ability to learn up to 45 functions from other infra-red handsets so that it can be used to control a TV set, midl-system etc. in addition to the VCR. Other features include a DX4 head, next function memory, child lock, scart socket, digital auto-tracking and QSS, which enables a picture to appear on the screen in 1-5sec. Step-by-step programming instructions are displayed on the screen through the Akai interactive monitor system.

The Matsui VX850 VCR from Currys is of interest in incorporating a teletext decoder at only £350. There's also programmable remote control with LCD display.

The latest 8mm camcorder from Pentax, Model PV-C880E, has a high-resolution 320,000 pixel CCD image sensor that works in conjunction with an automatic exposure system and automatic white balance. Features include an interval recording facility and an over-record facility. The former enables one-second images to be recorded for up to twelve hours at selected intervals of 0-5sec, 1, 2 or 5 minutes. The latter enables the user to make an insert on the tape for up to 3secs. Amongst the many other features is a high-sensitivity, unidirectional electret microphone with a wind-noise cutout device. The suggested price is £1,099.95.

**Video Head Position Checker**

F.M. Martinez

This simple strobe unit can be used to check the position of video heads. As the circuit (Fig. 1) shows, it's based on an MC1455 timer chip which is used as a monostable triggered by the negative-going edge of the VCR's head switching pulse. The output from the monostable is used to drive a yellow LED for a period of approximately 1ms – see Fig. 2.

If the LED is placed directly over the head drum when the VCR is in the play or record modes the three holes above the head can be clearly seen as head A starts its scan across the tape and head B leaves the tape path. In addition, scanning the drum with the strobe unit enables the wiring and any label to be identified.

Two LEDs in parallel were used in the prototype. The chip is capable of handling the source current without damage. As the on time is slightly less than 1ms (with the component values shown) no limiting resistor is required.

If the drum above one of the heads is marked with a small adhesive label tinted with yellow text marker and a line coincident with the centre of the drum is drawn on the label, head A or head B can be clearly identified by scanning the strobe around the circumference of the drum.

By using a suitable circuit to invert the head switching pulse input to the MC1455 chip the position of head B can be monitored as it starts to scan the tape.

The values of C1 and R1 were chosen so as not to load the head switching pulse generator. The values of C3 and R2 determine the LED on time, in this case 1ms.

The unit can be used for experimental or educational purposes where tracking effects with early models can be seen and the effects of the PG1, PG2 and record phase adjustments on the position of the heads can be demonstrated.
Camcorder Servicing

Part 1

Steve Beeching, T. Eng.

The camcorder is one of the latest items of domestic electronic equipment that the owner/user takes for granted and often abuses. A large proportion of owners seem to assume that the camcorder contains something like a clockwork mechanism and have no idea of the internal complexities. Whenever I open one in front of the owner there's a gasp before the cliches start to come out - "how tiny/complicated/don't know how you can see" etc. As a result of this attitude camcorders get dropped in the sea/sand, on concrete, on the lens, and are generally slung about - until something goes wrong when there's a moan about the cost of repair.

The technology is developing rapidly as chips grow more legs and get smaller. More diverse functions are being designed into individual i.c.s, and as a result of this failures often produce fault symptoms that are not necessarily indicative of the source of the problem.

Camcorder servicing cannot be carried out on the principle of replacing components until the fault clears. With this approach you will introduce more faults as you go along, adding to the final cost. The source of a fault must be tracked down carefully, then only a few components replaced, either on a logical basis or for elimination purposes.

It's not a good idea to plague manufacturers' technical departments. The answer you get will depend on the information you provide: if you are not correct, you will be given incorrect repair suggestions. It's my fate in life that such conversations usually end up with "when you've tracked it down, let us know for our records".

Much of the development that has gone into camcorders has been undertaken to improve the manufacturers' market share and profitability. The aims have been to reduce size, maximise usability and maintain a competitive price in worldwide markets. Unfortunately ease and speed of manufacturing tend to be incompatible with ease of servicing. Generally, manufacturers don't consider servicing, which is of little interest to them. As an indication of the scale of production at present, JVC recently increased the output of its camcorder plant at Yokohama from 120,000 to 150,000 units a month - that's about 6,000 a day.

Workshop Requirements

It's possible to service camcorders profitably, but to be successful a number of basic principles must be understood and observed. First, there's no point in attempting to repair high-technology products using surface-mounted components unless you are fully equipped to handle them - otherwise only damage will result. Surface-mounted components are not well marked, just coded to indicate what they are: with transistors and diodes there are two letters, resistors have three numbers and capacitors noth-

Sacrifice components for the sake of the PCB. If a board is damaged a new one will be required, and this isn't cheap (£150-£250). The soldering iron should have a tip size down to 0-4-0-8mm and, to preserve the workability of the tip, be temperature controlled. I find that I have to replace my 0-4mm Weller tips, at a cost of around £3 each, every couple of weeks. The workbench must be clean, tidy and anti-static, with no components, solder blobs, food etc. lying about.

Servicing Equipment

Each manufacturer's camcorder will require extension leads and odd jigs to support the camera section. Expect to pay about £150 per set for JVC camcorders, somewhat less for Panasonic. Some leads for one manufacturer will work with another's models but it's very frustrating to find the right kind of connector with one pin short or one pin too many.

Colour and grey-scale charts are required for camera work, lit by a quartz-iodine lamp as close to 3,200°K as possible. A chart of red and blue sections side-by-side is useful for R/B matrix systems. Some pornographic calendars are good for flesh tone and a general check on colour reproduction, with a mixture of reds, blues, yellow, browns and greens.

An oscilloscope with dual traces and external triggering is required - a bandwidth of 20MHz will do. For the camera section of the workshop a precision colour monitor and a vectorscope should be permanent fixtures.

In other words, camcorders are not for the unskilled, the faint-hearted or the enthusiastic amateur. Unless you are prepared to spend £3,000-£5,000 on equipment, leave them alone. Camcorders that have been "got at" could well cost several hundred pounds to put right. We hope you'll find the rest of this article of interest, but inevitably the interest for many readers will be academic.

The VHS-C Format

The VHS-C format uses a small version of the standard VHS cassette: its size is about a third of that of the standard cassette, though the recordings are compatible. Initial JVC VHS-C camcorders provided only up to thirty minutes' recording time. Other manufacturers produced
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Fig. 1: The VHS-C cassette.
full-size VHS camcorders. The size of the unit is determined largely by the size of the cassette housing. While a full-size camcorder is not heavy, it’s bulky and difficult to balance for long periods of time. With these camcorders the tape runs for three hours but the batteries don’t, so external battery power is necessary.

To overcome the short recording time of its initial camcorders JVC designed the GR-C7 VHS-C camcorder which has a CCD image sensor and half-speed, long-play facility. The ability to record for up to an hour with a very light-weight camcorder proved to be popular. As a result, JVC-manufactured versions of the GR-C7 appeared in the ranges of other Japanese manufacturers and some European companies. Later, in 1986, record-only models were introduced. These weighed less than 1kg with the cassette and battery included.

The supply spool in a VHS-C cassette is a small version of the standard VHS cassette spool. It can sit on an open turntable within a VHS VCR. Despite the small diameter of the spool, the socket is the same as that of a standard cassette. The take-up spool in the VHS-C cassette is mounted internally on a small spindle. It’s driven by a toothed gear on its circumference, as shown in Fig. 1.

When a VHS-C cassette is mounted in a cassette adaptor the recording can be played back via a full-size VHS VCR. The supply spool sits on the VCR’s supply spool turntable while the take-up spool is driven by the VCR’s take-up turntable via a small intermediate gear—G, see Fig. 2—within the adaptor. Early versions of the cassette adaptor were “manual”: loading arms A and B were moved outwards and forwards manually to match the tape path by a side mounted wheel and internal gears. Later versions use a battery-driven motor which is actuated when a VHS-C cassette is inserted in the adaptor. In either case the tape is pulled out of the VHS-C cassette to the front of the adaptor, thus matching a standard cassette. A small point worth noting is that when a VHS-C cassette is put into an adaptor a few seconds of the beginning of the recording are “lost” within the adaptor, because the internal take-up path is increased.

The VHS-C Drum

VHS-C camcorders have a very small, light-weight video-head drum assembly. Various features ensure that VHS compatibility is maintained. Most full-sized VHS camcorders use the same small head assembly. It’s two-thirds the size of a standard VHS drum and has four heads mounted on it, designated A, A’, B and B’. These are used in turn to play or record video tracks on the tape. The four heads enable the standard VHS tracks, ch. 1 or A and ch. 2 or B, to be laid down on the tape and played back: the switching sequence is determined by the amount of tape wrapped around the drum. The standard VHS drum is 62mm in diameter while the small camcorder drum is 41mm in diameter.

A comparison of the two types of video-head drum is shown in Fig. 3. Table 1 lists specifications. In the VHS format successive tracks are recorded with an azimuth of ±6°: the azimuth for head A is +6° while the azimuth for head B is −6°. From Fig. 3(a) you can see that in the standard VHS system head A comes into contact with the lower edge of the tape as head B leaves the upper edge. Thus head A will follow and record or play back an A track. As head A leaves the upper edge of the tape head B comes into contact with the lower edge and so on along the length of the tape. As the video head travels around with the drum the tape moves, very slowly in comparison, in the same direction. Thus each head produces a slanted track as it rotates through 180° which, with an overlap margin of about 3° at the beginning and end, gives a total tape wrap of 186°.

Let’s call the length of the track and of the drum circumference while the tape is in contact with it \( l \). Ignoring the overlap, we can say that the length of path 1 is \( \pi \times D/2 \), where D is the drum diameter, 62mm. Thus \( l \) is about 97.4mm. For compatibility, the track length produced by the small camcorder drum — see Fig. 3(b) — must be the same, i.e. 97.4mm. Since the drum diameter is 41mm, the circumference \( \pi D \) is 128.8mm. So to maintain the same track length the wrap must be 97.4/128.8 or three-quarters of a full rotation.

Table 1: VHS and VHS-C specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>VHS</th>
<th>VHS-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A head azimuth</td>
<td>+6°</td>
<td>+6°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B head azimuth</td>
<td>−6°</td>
<td>−6°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A' head azimuth</td>
<td>−6°</td>
<td>+6°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B' head azimuth</td>
<td>−6°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum diameter</td>
<td>62mm</td>
<td>41mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape wrap</td>
<td>180°</td>
<td>270°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum speed</td>
<td>37.5 r.p.s.</td>
<td>37.5 r.p.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4: Video head sequence.

Fig. 5: How the tape is scanned in the VHS and VHS-C systems, showing how compatibility is achieved. Tape viewed from the head side.

Fig. 6: Video head on/off switching in both the record and playback modes is required with the VHS-C system.

Fault Conditions

While the compatibility is good, when faults occur the symptoms may not be as obvious as one might expect. The main problems that produce picture disturbances are rotational jitter, eccentricity and very small changes in rotational speed. While the tracks are recorded in the order A, B, A', B', recording and playing back in that order. Whichever head is in use, the next one to be used is 90° ahead of it. Fig. 4 illustrates this. Thus the tracks are recorded in the sequence A, B, A', B'. Heads A and A' have a +6° azimuth while heads B and B' have a -6° azimuth. Fig. 5 shows the compatibility achieved in this way.

Fig. 7: The main VHS-C switching waveforms.

Fig. 8: The VHS-C head switching system.

Fig. 9: VHS-C timing diagram.
Causes of this trouble are: irregular drum bearings; drum eccentricity; an offset drum; tolerances in the Hall-effect devices used in the head drum drive system; and tolerances in the drum motor windings.

When a tape recorded on a VHS-C machine is played back on a standard, two-head machine you can find that there's a small line of horizontal displacement about a third and again at two-thirds of the way down the screen. This is caused by the extra heads in the VHS-C drum hitting the tape as they come into contact with it: although they are not switched on, the physical shock produced by initial contact disturbs the tape tension value.

A quick test of whether the four VHS-C heads are out of phase during playback is to momentarily touch the pinch roller, causing a quick pause. This makes the A and A' (and the B and B') heads change over. It happens because there's only one control track pulse per pair of video tracks, so that any one control track pulse can be for the AB pair or the A'B' pair. When you make the capstan servo skip a control track pulse in this way the relationship between the heads and the tracks skips through 180°, giving the changeover. The same effect can be achieved by brief use of the pause button.

This test can also reveal tracking problems resulting from tip height differential between the A and A' or the B and B' heads. On one occasion I had an "intermittent" tracking fault due to a faulty drum which would track or not depending on the chance start-up from play. If the playback sequence ABA'B' matched the recorded tracks there was no problem, but if the sequence was out of phase the playback would not track.

The cure for these troubles: replace the whole drum assembly, upper (video head) and lower (drum motor) section, and in some machines the head preamplifier in order to match it to the heads.

**Drum Speed**

When servicing a VHS-C camcorder there's a trap that even experienced video engineers can easily fall into. With standard VHS machines the servo timings equate to field rate, i.e. 40msec periods. The VHS-C drum speed is different however, resulting in servo waveforms that may be unexpected.

To meet the requirement that a TV field is recorded on a single track during half a drum revolution, the standard VHS drum speed is 25 r.p.s. The TV field has a duration of 20msec: thus the track path is traversed in 20msec and a full revolution takes 40msec, which is 25 r.p.s. or 1,500 r.p.m.

With a VHS-C drum the track is laid down over a 270° revolution of the head. This 270° rotation must still take 20msec to maintain compatibility. If 270° = 20msec, 360° = 26-6666msec, i.e. a single rotation takes 26-6ms which is a rotational speed of 37-5 r.p.s or 2, 250 r.p.m.

**Video Head Switching**

In a standard VHS VCR the video head not in contact with the tape in the playback mode is switched off, to prevent noise pick-up. This switching is not necessary in the record mode.

Three heads are normally in contact with the tape in a VHS-C machine. Only one is doing any work, so it's essential to switch off the others to prevent crosstalk between the heads. The switching system used switches the heads on individually in succession in both the record and playback modes.

This is illustrated in Fig. 6. Head B' is about to scan the tape, on which head A is recording a track – as shown it has moved a third of the way along the tape. At this particular point all four heads are in contact with the tape. As a recording is taking place, the need to switch off heads A', B and B' is clear – to prevent heads A' and B damaging the previous track and head B' altering the A head track being recorded. If the machine was in the playback mode at this time, head B would produce severe crosstalk if not switched off. Heads A' and B' would not produce much interference as they are of the wrong azimuth for the tracks they are covering.

With a standard VHS two-head drum the heads are 180° apart and both are driven by the f.m. recording signal. The wrap is 180°, taking into account the two overlap periods at the beginning and end of each track. This overlap provides a "window" area in which head switching occurs during playback, ensuring signal continuity and interference-free switching points.

We can use the overlap technique in quite the same way with the VHS-C system since the heads are switched on and off in the record as well as the playback mode. To get an overlap we must adjust the record switching so that interference-free playback switching is achieved. Consider Fig. 4(b), where head A is nearly at the end of its scan and head B has just come into contact with the tape. The heads are 270° apart and the wrap is 277°m, so for 7° both these heads are in contact with the tape. To get the result we want head B is switched on for about 1ms before head A is switched off. This corresponds with an overlap of about 16 lines, and as the playback head switching signal is centred within this overlap period there's a margin of ± 8 lines.

Fig. 7 shows the main switching waveforms, at 12.5Hz and 25Hz. As with standard VHS machines, the 25Hz signal is referred to as the r.f. switching signal or flip-flop and the 12.5Hz signal is derived from it by dividing by two. The four switching signals SW1-4 are synchronised to the 25Hz r.f. switching signal but the timing is modified so that each head is switched on (high level) eight lines (518μsec) before the 25Hz signal transition and off eight lines after the next 25Hz signal transition. Thus the recorded overlap period is centred within a 16 line period, leaving a sufficient margin of error for interchange tolerances in the playback mode. Accurate timing signals are developed digitally within a single i.c. and are not dependent on timing capacitors. In consequence they are not susceptible to drift.

Fig. 8 shows in block diagram form the VHS-C video head switching system. In the record mode the f.m. carrier is applied to the heads via switches SW1-4, the switching signals being timed to give the required overlap. Switches SW1-4 remain active in the playback mode to prevent crosstalk. The input to the playback circuits is determined by the combined logic of the 25Hz and 12.5Hz signals. This means that the switching transition is the same as the r.f. switching signal transition and the switching is therefore centred within the 16-line overlap.

The timing network doesn't differentiate between record and playback. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that switches SW1-4 determine the record switching while the combined effect of the 25Hz and 12.5Hz switches provides the required playback switching. Record/playback control is normally carried out within the preamplifier module.

The head switching waveforms are produced by the main servo chip, which operates in conjunction with a single 32.768kHz crystal clock to determine the timing of all the switching and servo signals.
The timing diagram is shown in Fig. 9. There are two inputs to the system, the 32.768kHz clock with a pulse period of 30.53μsec (in round figures) and the drum pick-up PG pulses. The latter are at a frequency of 37.5Hz and are divided by three to give 12.5Hz or 80msec. The pulse derived from the drum PG delay monostable is of about 1.9μsec duration and is adjustable. It provides a delay between the drum PG pulses and the start of the 25Hz flip-flop. This delay can be used to set the timing of the playback switches and set the r.f. switching point to 6.5 lines prior to the start of the field-sync period. The adjustment is done by means of a single potentiometer (PG1) instead of the two (PG1 and PG2) used in standard VHS machines. The rest of the timing is determined digitally. Note that it takes three full revolutions of the drum to complete the sequence, i.e. for all four heads to record or play back.

The 1.9μsec pulses from the drum PG delay monostable have a period of 80msec. On the falling edge the 32kHz oscillator is reset and a single preset pulse is generated. This preset pulse resets all the counters and initiates the start of the 80msec timing period. Two counter networks produce the overlap delay pulses and the 25Hz flip-flop delay pulses. The overlap pulse is a count of 33 clock pulses for the high state and 622 clock pulses for the low state. Four of these overlap pulses occur between each preset pulse. It can be seen that the 33 count is in fact the overlap period. The 25Hz flip-flop delay signal is in the high state for a count of 17 clock pulses and in the low state for 638 clock pulses. There are again four of these pulses between each preset pulse.

In both cases the total count is 655, where 655 x 30.53μsec = 20msec. In order to time the overlap period each video head switching pulse (SW1-4) is set by the rising edge of the overlap pulse and reset by the falling edge of the next overlap pulse. This extends each head switching pulse for 688 counts or 21msec. The 25Hz r.f. switching pulse starts on the falling edge of a delay flip-flop pulse. The effect of this is to place the r.f. switching pulse transitions precisely in the middle of the overlap delay pulses. The 12.5Hz signal is derived from the 25Hz r.f. switching pulses by division.

**General Points**

This completes our outline of the differences between the standard VHS and VHS-C systems. Note however that some full-size camcorders such as the Panasonic NV-M1, 3, 5 and 7, the Hitachi VM200 and the Grundig VS150 use the small head drum. Any problems associated with the VHS-C four-head system also apply to these larger models therefore.

In VHS-C camcorders the preamplifier is plugged into the main PCB and a minor shock can disconnect one or more of the timing signals, leading to a fault symptom not unlike that produced by dirty heads. If the technician is not aware of this he may well change the drum before discovering the cause of the problem.

If one head is clogged, the noise flashes at about 12Hz, whether colour noise or spots. Always be aware of the four-head sequence, and when using a dual-trace scope to check the playback signals display at least two periods of the r.f. switching signal in order to see all four f.m. outputs.

The next article in this series will deal with pick-up devices, signal processing and fault finding in this area.
Still Swimming
Les Lawry-Johns

First I'd like to thank John de Rivaz for his helpful suggestions on medical matters. I think however that for the time being I'll carry on in this daze and see how things turn out. Maybe it's something to do with all those TV sets over the years. It could of course be the effects of whisky, about half a bottle per night, just to keep the blood thin you understand. But it could affect my head as well. Something's wrong, because I can't repair some of the Bush models that keep coming in – the T20s and T22s I've written so much about over the years. Lately they seem to be beating me.

The Decca/Tatung 120

Then there was the Decca (Tatung) set that came in the other day. Fitted with the 120 series chassis. It kept blowing the 1A d.c. fuse in the power supply. I checked the BU426A chopper transistor and found that it was short-circuit, so I looked around for a reason. R810 was open-circuit. It's 150kΩ, so I fitted two 330kΩ resistors in parallel in its place. With these, a new BU426A and fuse fitted. I told him that the panel had nothing to do with the concentration. I helped him take the set out to his car and he drove off in good humour, leaving me with his unwanted bits and pieces, including the complicated panel. I kept looking at it and felt pleased that I wasn't expected to repair it.

The Decca Hybrid CTV

Here's another example of the daft things that keep happening here. A Decca colour set was brought in, fitted with the late hybrid chassis. The complaint was excessive red. To save me having to think I changed the video panel. The resultant display was nicely balanced. I told the pushbuttons and tuned one of them for London reception, at the same time noticing that the others weren't all that good at holding in. The owner had said however that all he wanted done was the red picture, nothing else. When he came to collect it I showed him the panel and mentioned the pushbuttons. He said they were all right and agreed that the picture was good. So he paid up and left.

Just as I was eating my lunch the phone rang. It was him again, moaning his head off about the buttons and saying it must be because of the new video panel I'd fitted. I told him that the panel had nothing to do with the buttons, and that there was nothing more I could do as he didn't want to bring it back to the shop. So that's it. He'll have to keep hitting the buttons until they click in.

Well that's it for now. Be seeing you!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY VIDEO HEADS PRICE-LIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPORT &amp; OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL ABOVE HEADS ARE BRAND NEW AND OF JAPANESE ORIGIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALSO STOCK BELT KITS, PIRELLI, MOTORS, IDLERS, PULLEYS, LAMPS, ETC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RING NOW FOR OUR STOCK LIST. F.O.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL EX-STOCK ITEMS DISPATCHED SAME DAY. NO MINIMUM ORDER VALUE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD £1.00 P&amp;P PLUS V.A.T. TO ALL PRICES. ORDERS BY ACCESS AND VISA ACCEPTED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASK FOR OUR SPECIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEO HEADS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICELIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPORT &amp; OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVISION FEBRUARY 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most jobs in all spheres of life call for special tools. Electronics is no exception. Imagine trying to repair a VCR without a torque cassette or an alignment tape. The job can be done, but it takes about three or four times longer than it need do. Use of the correct tools makes the job in hand much simpler, and you find that the investment in tools pays for itself over and over again.

The world of mathematics is like a vast tool kit. If we can master the use of as many of these tools as possible, the physical problems and calculations we have to deal with will be greatly simplified. With mathematics it's the effort required to master the techniques that will pay for itself over and over again.

One such technique is the use of complex numbers (otherwise known as j notation) to assist in the analysis of a.c. circuits that use inductors, resistors and capacitors. Vector methods are normally used to illustrate simple cases, but their use requires that you memorise all sorts of different rules. Vector methods cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, cope with complicated problems easily. With j notation however all problems can be handled with the same ease.

This article is not intended to be a complete course on j notation - there are many excellent textbooks for that purpose. Instead the aim will be to try to unify our ideas of numbers by showing that real numbers form a subset of the complex numbers and that in a corresponding fashion the previous concept of numbers is abandoned however: instead it's refined by adding more numbers to only an integer power? A positive number has two square roots, one cube root, two fourth roots and so on. Wouldn't it be nice if any number had two square roots, three cube roots, four fourth roots etc.?

This leads us to the next question, which is why can't we find the square root of a negative number?

The common denominator of all these problems is that $\sqrt{-1}$ is not defined in the real number system. If we can define it however all these problems vanish. Thus $-2^5$ will be defined and any number will then have two square roots, three cube roots, four fourth roots and so on.

As there's no real number corresponding to $\sqrt{-1}$ we have to imagine one. Mathematicians call this number i (for imaginary), but to avoid confusion with current electrical engineers call it j. It's defined as $j^2 = -1$, or $j = \sqrt{-1}$.

We can now find the square root of any negative number, e.g. $\sqrt{-9} = \sqrt{9}\sqrt{-1} = 3j$. The above example of $-2^5$ solves as:

$$-2^5 = (-2)^2 \times (-2)^{0.5} = (-2)^2 \times \sqrt{-2} = 4 \times \sqrt{2} \times \sqrt{-1} = 4\sqrt{2} j.$$

Numbers that are multiples of j only are called imaginary. It's possible to combine a real number and an imaginary number into one quantity that's called a complex number. For example, $4j$ is imaginary while $3 + 4j$ is complex. A complex number like $3 + 4j$ is one number. Provided it is treated as such, complex numbers follow all the usual rules of algebra and can be manipulated just as easily as real numbers.

**Operations with Complex Numbers**

Complex numbers cannot be represented in a straight line as real numbers can. But remember how at each stage in our education our concept of numbers has to expand rather than change. Complex numbers are no different. We can expand our number line “up and down”, utilising the whole plane. The real number line remains as a subset of the set of complex numbers thus represented. This type of diagram is called an Argand diagram. Fig. 2 shows an example.

The complex plane can be thought of as a map or graph with x and y co-ordinates which must be handled separately. For those who were wondering what all this has to do with electronics, the resemblance of complex numbers to vectors should now be clear. Complex numbers are far easier to manipulate however than are some of the methods of vector addition used in a.c. theory problems.

Addition of complex numbers is straightforward: the real parts are added and the imaginary parts are added, giving another complex number, i.e.:

$$(a + jb) + (c + jd) = (a + c) + j(b + d)$$

e.g. $(3 + 2j) + (6 + j) = 9 + 3j$.
Fig. 1: The real number line, with some examples of real numbers included.

Fig. 2: The complex plane, with some examples of complex numbers shown.

Fig. 3: Modulus and angle of a complex number.

Fig. 4: Inductor with series resistor.

Subtraction is simply the reverse of addition, i.e.:

\[(a + jb) - (c + jd) = (a - c) + j(b - d)\]

e.g. \((9 + 3j) - (6 + j) = 3 + 2j\).

Multiplication and division by a real number are also as you’d expect, e.g.

\[(3 + 2j) \times 6 = 18 + 12j\].

To multiply one complex number by another, once again the ordinary rules of algebra apply. We must remember that \(j^2 = -1\) when we collect the terms together. Thus:

\[(a + jb) (c + jd) = ac + jad + jbc + j^2bd\]

\[= ac - bd + j(ad + bc)\].

For example:

\[(3 + 2j) (1 + 3j) = 3j + 9j + 2j + 6j^2\]

\[= -3 + 11j\].

Notice that in this example the number \(-3 + 11j\) is still written with the real part first, even though this is a negative quantity.

Division of one complex number by another requires more thought. We can however use the trick of multiplying the top and bottom of the equation by the same quantity, which must be the complex conjugate of the bottom line. The top and bottom lines are then expanded separately. This will make the bottom line a real number, enabling division to be carried out easily. The following example should make this clear:

\[\frac{a + jb}{c + jd} = \frac{ac - bd + j(ad + bc)}{c^2 + d^2}\]

It looks far more complicated than it is! Take this example:

\[\frac{-3 + 5j}{2 - 3j} = \frac{(-3 + 5j) (2 + 3j)}{2 - 3j} = \frac{-21 + j}{13} = \frac{-21}{13} + \frac{j}{13}\]

Finally we can define the modulus of a complex number \(Z\) as being

\[|Z| = \sqrt{a^2 + b^2}\]

where \(Z = a + jb\).

The modulus represents the magnitude of the number, or in graphical terms its distance from the origin. The angle that this modulus makes with the real line is given as \(\tan^{-1}(b/a)\). Fig. 3 should make this clear.

\(j\) Notation

Now that we’ve met the complex variable \(j\) and seen how to perform simple arithmetic with complex numbers we can apply these techniques to problems involving the impedances of capacitors, inductors and resistors, and see how these quantities can be simply combined.

Taking inductors first, we originally learnt that the impedance of an inductor \(X_L = 2\pi fL\), with a phase lag of 90° for the current. It’s this phase lag that prevents direct addition to other impedances. Suppose however we say that the impedance of the inductor is given by \(X_L = j\omega L\), where \(\omega = 2\pi f\) (\(\omega\) is angular velocity, and removal of the terms 2\(\pi\) simplifies the algebra). The presence of the \(j\) term carries the information about the 90° phase difference. More importantly however this impedance of \(j\omega L\) can be combined directly with other complex impedances. For example, suppose we have a 12.7mH inductor in a circuit operating at 50Hz. Its impedance will be

\[X_L = j\omega L = j\times 2\pi \times 2 \times 50 \times 12.7 \times 10^{-3} = 4j\Omega\],

or 4\(\Omega\) inductive as we may say. If we connect this inductor in series with a 3\(\Omega\) resistor, the composite impedance is simply \((3 + 4j)\Omega\). If there were more calculations to do we would simply carry the composite impedance as \((3 + 4j)\Omega\) through to the next step.

The modulus of the impedance would be \(\sqrt{(3^2 + 4^2)} = \sqrt{25} = 5\Omega\) (which means that it would draw 1A from a 5V, 50Hz a.c. source), and the phase difference between voltage and current is \(\tan^{-1}(4/3)\) which is approximately 53°. A look at Fig. 4 should make this clear.

Let’s now consider capacitors. We can replace our
original concept of \( X_C = \frac{1}{(2\pi fC)} \) by \( X_C = \frac{1}{(j\omega C)} \).

Notice that if \( j \) is transferred to the top line the formula becomes \( X_C = -\frac{j}{(\omega C)} = -\frac{j}{(2\pi fC)} \).

To take an example, consider an 800\( \mu \)F capacitor working at 50Hz. Its impedance is

\[
X_C = \frac{1}{j \times 2 \times \pi \times 50 \times 800} = \frac{4}{j} \Omega.
\]

This may seem very strange: how does something have a negative impedance?!! Remember that the \( j \) carries the information about the phase difference. Here \(-j\) simply tells us that the current leads the voltage by 90°.

Both the impedances we've been considering can be represented on one diagram, as shown in Fig. 5. Any impedance, no matter how complicated, can be represented by a point on this diagram. Point Z, \( 3 + 4j \), might represent a 12.7mH inductor with a 300 d.c. resistance winding, working at 50Hz. Point C, \( 0 - 4j \), would represent an ideal 800\( \mu \)F capacitor, again working at 50Hz.

This diagram will look familiar to anyone who has worked out this type of problem using vectors. But, as subsequent examples will show, the use of \( j \) notation makes things so much simpler. Notice also that any simple concept of resistance and d.c. circuits will fit in without any changes to the concept being required.

**Example: Series LCR Circuit**

The circuit shown in Fig. 6 has an inductor, a capacitor and a resistor in series, all fed from a 1kHz a.c. supply of 130V r.m.s. If the circuit consisted of three resistors in series analysis would pose no problems. By using \( j \) notation we can however combine the three impedances directly, just as we can with resistors. The combined impedance \( Z_T = R + j\omega L + \frac{1}{j\omega C} = R + j\omega L - \frac{j}{\omega C} \). Putting the numbers into this formula gives us:

\[
Z_T = 12 + j\left(\frac{2,000 \times \pi \times 4.27}{1,000} - \frac{1,000,000}{2,000 \times 5 \times \pi}\right) = (12 - 5j)\Omega.
\]

Thus the combined impedance of the three components in series works out to be the complex quantity \( (12 - 5j)\Omega \). We could also work out the current by dividing the supply voltage by \( 12 - 5j \), as follows:

\[
\frac{130}{12 - 5j} = \frac{1,560 + 650j}{144 + 25} = 9.23 + 3.846j \text{ Amps.}
\]

The modulus of this current, which is the value we measure, is given by

\[
|Z_T| = \sqrt{(12^2 + (-5)^2)} = \sqrt{169} = 13\Omega.
\]

The modulus of this current is 130/13 = 10A.

Notice however that the complex expression for current enables the phase angle to be worked out as:

\[
\text{Angle } \theta = \tan^{-1} \left(\frac{3.846}{9.23}\right) = 22.62^\circ.
\]

The current leads by this angle \( \theta \), by virtue of the \( +j \) in the expression for current. We would expect this anyway since there is more capacitive reactance in the circuit than inductive reactance, but the correct manipulation of the numbers involved confirms this without any need to remember rules about phase lead or lag.
It's important to interpret the phase lead or lag correctly. A \(-j\) in the impedance expression will give rise to a \(+j\) in the current expression (since current = voltage/impedance): both these forms represent a phase lead for the current.

What happen if we change the value of the inductor to 5mH? Well, let's put numbers into the formula again:

\[ Z_T = R + j\omega L + 1/j\omega C = R + j(\omega L - 1/j\omega C) = 12 + j(31.8 - 31.8) = 12 + 0j = 12\Omega. \]

The expression has become entirely resistive! In other words the inductance and capacitance have cancelled each other out, so that all the external source sees is a 12\Omega resistive load. This condition is known as resonance of course. In the series circuit the lowest impedance occurs at resonance while in the parallel LC circuit the opposite happens at resonance, the capacitance and inductance "cancelling" to create an infinitely large impedance. The proof of this is similar and is not worth repeating here.

**Case Study**

At this point textbooks generally provide a proof of the properties of most RC and LC circuits. There's little point in doing so here - proofs are seldom required in real life. To illustrate the way in which circuit responses are calculated however we'll look at a practical example.

The circuit shown in Fig. 7 is being used to couple a video signal from one VCR to another nearby machine for copying purposes. The essential elements of the circuit can be redrawn as shown in Fig. 8. The point we are interested in is the frequency response fall off caused by the cable capacitance. If the circuit consisted of a resistive potential divider we could simply say that \( V_{out}/V_{in} = R_{bottom}/R_{total} \). If we change resistance to complex impedance we can use the same potential divider rule, i.e.

\[ V_{out}/V_{in} = (R \parallel j\omega C)/((R \parallel j\omega C) + R) = \]

\[ \frac{R \times 1/j\omega C}{1/j\omega C + R} = \frac{R/(1/j\omega CR)}{(R/(1+j\omega CR) + R} \]

Now multiply every term by \( 1/(1 + j\omega CR) \).

\[ V_{out}/V_{in} = R/(R + R) (1 + j\omega CR) = 1/(1 + 1 + j\omega CR) = 1/(2 + j\omega CR). \]

In this example \( R \) is 75\Omega. Let's consider the response at the chroma carrier frequency of 4.43MHz. If the loss of response at the chroma carrier frequency is too great the burst will be weak and there will be attenuation of the h.f. signal components, causing all sorts of colour problems (not to mention poor luminance etc.).

At 4.43MHz, \( \omega = 2\pi f = 27.8 \times 10^6 \text{ Rad Sec}^{-1}. \) Hence \( V_{out}/V_{in} = 1/(2 + j(27.8 \times 10^6 \times 75 \times C)) = 1/(2 + j(2.085 \times 10^9 \times C)). \)

We can now calculate the ratio \( V_{out}/V_{in} \) for all values of \( C \) from this one equation. Suppose that the connecting cable has a capacitance of 1,000pF (\( 10^{-9} \text{ Farad} \)). The voltage ratio would be:

\[ V_{out}/V_{in} = 1/(2 + j(2.085 \times 10^9 \times 10^{-9})) = 1/(2 \times j(2.085)) \text{ which is approximately } 1/(2 \times 2j). \] To tidy up:

**FREE NEXT MONTH! POCKET MAGNIFIER**

Next month's issue comes with a cover-mounted gift, a handy magnifying glass that will meet many day-to-day needs in TV/VCR servicing, such as checking for poor quality joints and printed track defects and when trying to read small print in a poor quality circuit diagram.

**CD PLAYER SERVICING**

Whenever anything new arrives in the workshop for repair, the TV/video serviceman is expected to be able to deal with it. By now many of you will have been asked to tackle CD players. If not, you probably soon will be - CD players are selling well and are bound to become a significant part of the average service department's work load. Next month we start a detailed series on CD players by Joe Cieszynski. It will cover the theory of the whole system, with practical hints and fault-finding procedures given as various topics are dealt with, starting with the disc itself and the coding system used for the audio and control data.

**FIND ASTRA BY COMPUTER!**

Or any other satellite for that matter. A program for the BBC Micro computer to enable the azimuth and elevation for any location in the UK to be found, given the longitude and latitude which can be obtained from an Ordnance Survey map. The program is user friendly!

**INTRODUCTION TO S-VHS**

The S-VHS system is being heavily promoted: it gives much improved picture definition compared with standard VHS. Nick Beer describes the basic features of the system.

**ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW:**

TO: ____________________________

(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve/deliver the March issue of TELEVISION (£1.50), on sale February 15th, and continue every month until further notice.

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS __________________________________________
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\[
\frac{1}{2 + 2j} \quad - \frac{2 - 2j}{2 + 2j} = \frac{2 - 2j}{4 + 4} = \frac{1}{4} - \frac{j}{4} = \frac{1}{4} (1 - j)
\]

which is approximately \( V_{out}/V_{in} \).

This result immediately tells us two things. First that the chroma carrier frequency at 4.43MHz has been reduced in amplitude to about \( V/2/4 \), i.e. approximately 0.35 of its original strength, and that it is phase shifted by about 45°. All of which points to the need for a much smaller cable capacitance!

In Conclusion

In practice of course it’s not necessary to derive everything from first principles. We could look up in a table that the circuit’s response is \( V_{out}/V_{in} = 1/(2 + ju CR) \) and the phase difference \( \theta = -\tan^{-1}(ju CR/2) \), then put our numbers into the formula to work out what we wish to know. Fig. 9 provides details of common simple networks.

One big advantage of using \( j \) notation in design is that it lends itself readily to repetitive calculation. It’s very attractive to those who use computers to design their circuits for them. The input and output of a circuit can be related by an equation involving \( j \), and hence the output for any input can be readily calculated.

We know that when calculations on a.c. circuits are done we have to make allowances for the phase shifts introduced by the capacitors and inductors. This can be done by using vector methods or the “\( j \) operator” method. For circuits with more than a few components the vector method is very tiresome, especially if it’s necessary to change from voltage reference to current reference and vice versa.

By assuming that an inductor has an impedance of \( ju L \) and a capacitor an impedance of \( 1/ju C \), where \( j = \sqrt{-1} \), it is very simple to analyse all circuits directly, just as if we are dealing with resistors.

Resistance can be considered as a special type of impedance, i.e. an impedance that contains no complex component. So for purposes of calculation resistance corresponds to the real numbers and impedance to the whole complex plane, which of course contains all the real numbers.

We’ve illustrated this by the worked example of the loss of h.f. response due to cable capacitance when one VCR is coupled to another one.

I hope that this basic introduction to the topic of \( j \) notation will stimulate readers to further reading and development.

**Problems with the Philips VR2021**

B. Ross

The machine was used beneath an ageing Rank colour receiver (A823 chassis). This has a thyristor power supply which we thought might have been interfering with the machine, since moving it away from the set lengthened the time between failures. The fault still occurred in the workshop however.

Some time was spent on the power supply, as the mains plug was a sloppy fit and we suspected that transient sparks and arcs travelling through the power supply could be causing problems. We then found that when trying to record manually or via the timer the channel number could be selected but not held, i.e. the channel display reverted to 00. At this point a scrap machine was dragged out of the dungeon so that panels could be swapped. The front panel keypad was o.k., but changing the U20 computer panel provided a cure.

The machine was returned after a long soak test. Three days later it was back again. This time the protection circuit was operating, switching off the relay in the power supply. This is located on the U180 motor control board. Replacing T7025 and C2028 seems to have produced a lasting cure.

**Deck Trouble**

The third machine would also thread up then unthread after a couple of seconds. This time the problem was mechanical. During threading the pressure roller assembly didn’t travel quite far enough to the end of the carriage guide and fully into the locating slots of the scan unit brackets. When the pressure roller mechanism operated the roller was not secured against the capstan. The roller could be held in by hand whilst the mechanism operated, normal playback then being obtained with a good picture.

Attempts were made, without success, to alter the...
pressure roller position on the threading cord and to move the position of the cord slightly. Fitting a pressure roller from a known good machine produced no improvement either. As no way of repositioning the threading cord easily could be seen we concluded that a new cord or complete removal and rethreading would be required. Instead, the scrap machine was again raided, the cassette deck being swapped over. The machine now threaded up and played back correctly mechanically, but there was no picture as the video heads were badly corroded - liquid spillage?

The scanning unit from the original deck, known to be in good condition, was refitted. The advantage of swapping over the scan unit is that it contains the complete tape path as a subassembly, i.e. the heads, capstan, guides and motors, so that no realignment is required. We were upset to be rewarded with a weakly contrasted picture with random colour splashing and bands of static-like interference. All connections were checked and found to be o.k. Further playback then produced the good picture we'd expected. Our thoughts about this are that connector H5 from the rotary transformer to the playback amplifier may have been making poor contact or that there had been poor earth contact on one of the earthing wires.

Repair Viability

When it comes to the viability of maintaining these machines, in view of their age, the general cost of spares, the small number of machines that come in for repair and the points raised by R. Caley in a letter earlier last year (Letters, March 1988), the use of components from scrap machines has to be seriously considered. There appear to be quite a lot of 2020 and 2021 machines on the surplus market. Can anyone advise on the cost and availability of the service program plus adaptor for tracking faults in the computer section of these machines?

Miniature CCTV Camera

The Crofton CCD2 is claimed to be the world’s smallest CCTV camera at only 5.7 x 5.7 x 4.8cm plus lens. For further details see Teletopics, page 260.
Servicing the Sanyo Models CTP7130/1/2

John Coombes

Many Sanyo sets produced over the period 1981-1985 were fitted with the 80P series chassis. There were however several different versions of the chassis, involving a number of component variations. The main changes come with different tube sizes. The present article is based on Models CTP7130, CTP7131 and CTP7132 which are fitted with the A56-540X 22in. c.r.t.

No Sound or Raster

No sound or raster is the most common fault symptom so we’ll deal with this first. The simplest initial check to make is to see whether the c.r.t.’s heaters are alight. If they are the power supply and line timebase are functioning. Check whether C253 (47µF) and/or C241 (0.01µF) is short-circuit. These capacitors decouple the supply to the colour decoder chip and will pull down the l.t. supplies if shorted.

If the c.r.t.’s heaters are not alight, check whether the 145V h.t. supply is present at point 4B1 on the main board. If this supply is present, check out the line timebase as follows.

Check for the presence of a squarewave signal at the base of the line driver transistor Q461 (2SC2482). Absence of this waveform casts suspicion on the LA7800 sync/timebase generator chip IC401 which should be checked by replacement. If this fails to restore the drive waveform, check whether this i.c. is receiving its 12V supply at pin 15. If not, R458 (2.7kΩ) could be open-circuit or C458 (100µF) short-circuit. If the 12V supply is present check whether a sawtooth waveform is present at pin 2. Absence of this waveform should lead to checks on the line hold control VR901 (300Ω) — check the condition of its carbon track; on the line phase control VR451 (5KΩ) which should be checked by replacement; on R452 (12kΩ) which could be open-circuit; and on C451 (5,600pF) which could be open- or short-circuit. If the sawtooth waveform is present at pin 2 of IC401 check whether the driver transistor Q461 is short-circuit or its base feed resistor R450 (330Ω) is open-circuit.

If there’s a squarewave drive at the base of Q461 move on to check for the presence of a drive signal at the base of the line output transistor Q462 (2SD1279). A correct drive here could indicate that Q462 is open-circuit or that the line output transformer T471 is defective. No waveform at the base of Q462 could indicate that this transistor is short-circuit, that the line driver transformer T461 has an open-circuit winding or dry-jointed pin or that its feed resistor R462 (330Ω) is open-circuit. In the latter event the decoupling capacitor C463 (22µF) could be short-circuit.

Note that failure of the line output transistor Q462 can be caused by a dry-joint on the heatsink support tag. Resoldering will cure this.

Power Supply Troubles

If there’s no 145V h.t. supply at point 4B1, move over to the power supply section. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It’s basically a Siemens type self-oscillating chopper circuit, with transistors Q302/3 acting as a thyristor which when triggered by the waveform developed across R313 switches the chopper transistor Q304 off. Chopper transformer T301 provides mains isolation.

The first thing to check in the power supply is the mains fuse F302 (2AT). If this has blown, check the bridge rectifier diodes D301-4 (4 × RM111), the associated protection capacitors C304-7 (1,000µF), the filter capacitors C301 and C309 (both 0.1µF) and the reservoir capacitor C308 (200µF).

If F302 is o.k. check the d.c. fuse F301 (1A). The usual cause of this having blown is the chopper transformer Q304 (2SD1279) or C315 (2,700pF) in the snubber network going short-circuit. Other items to check if necessary are the three other transistors in the circuit, Q301 (2SC536), Q302 (2SA1246) and Q303 (2SC2274) – check these by replacement – zener diode D305 (EQA02-08RG), the 145V rectifier D323 (GF8-30G or 3JH61), diodes D307 and D308 (both type ES-1), C314 (220µF) and, if fitted, C326 (2,700pF). If these items are all in order suspect the chopper transformer T301 of having shorted turns.

If F301 is intact, check the voltage across C308. If there is no voltage here check the mains input circuitry, the on/off switch and the filter coils L301/2. If C308 has some 300V across it, check Q303 (2SC2274), D306 (ES-1), C329 (150µF), C469 (47µF), R318 (0-33Ω), R315 (39Ω), R302 (470kΩ), R314 (181Ω), and T301 for being open-circuit. If a reading of 300V is obtained between the collector and emitter of the chopper transistor Q304 it’s open-circuit. R302 can be dry-jointed and can go high in value.

C312 (10µF) smooths the supply for the error detector transistor Q301 which, with zener diode D305, sets the d.c. conditions for the trigger transistors Q302/3. If C312 loose capacitance the set will be erratic in starting up. Check it by replacement.

Field Faults

For field collapse, first check that IC401 has 12V at pin 12. If not, check zener diode D412 (EQA02-11D), R400 (150Ω) and C411 (470µF). The most common cause of field collapse however is failure of the field output transistors Q442 (2SD843) and Q443 (2SB753). One or both may have failed – check them by substitution. The LA7800 chip or the field driver transistor Q441 (2SC2002) could be responsible – again check by substitution. We’ve had R441 (470Ω), R442 (470Ω) or R437 (15Ω) go open-circuit and C443 (0-18µF) or C444 (4,700pF) go short-circuit. The scan coils can go open-circuit.

For lack of height (may be all right with the height control VR431 at maximum) check the field output transistors Q442/3, then if necessary check R4105 (68Ω) and R4106 (33Ω). These resistors are in series with the 15V regulator transistor on the scan correction panel. They can go open-circuit and dry-joints can occur in this area. In later models these resistors are wirewound types.

No Sound

For no sound, first check for an open-circuit loudspeaker. Then check that the LA4250 audio amplifier chip
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For no colour the first item to check is the M51393P colour decoder chip IC201, by replacement. The voltage at point 2N should vary from 0-13V with the setting of the colour control. If there is no variation or intermittent variation, replace VR905 (10kΩ). IC201 is mounted in a holder. If the pins of the chip or the holder are dirty you can get no colour, intermittent loss of colour, colour flaring on red, blue or green, loss of one colour, low contrast or background colouring on lowlights.

The 4.43MHz crystal X261 can also be responsible for loss of colour. Check it by replacement. The associated trimmer VC261 may be misadjusted. Other possible causes of loss of colour are failure of the pulse shaper transistor Q231 (2SC536); R225 (2.2kΩ) going open-circuit; the chroma delay line L242 being open-circuit or dry-jointed; and VR240 (3kΩ) going open-circuit or having a defective track. If still in trouble check that the line hold control VR901 is set correctly and if necessary check IC401 (LA7800) by replacement.

For no digit display, first check LD1751 (E1581L) by replacement. Check whether IC701 (AN5011) has 6V at pin 11. If this voltage is missing, check D708 (EQB01-06) and R718 (681Ω). If necessary check IC701 by replacement.

The 80P Chassis
The 80P is a compact chassis with much of the circuitry incorporated in a small group of i.c.s. IC101 i.f., IC201 colour decoder, IC171 audio amplifier and IC401 sync/timebase generator. It’s used in 14, 20, 22 and 26in. models. The 20in. models CTP6130, CTP6131 and CTP6132 are similar to the 7130/1/2 covered in this article but there are important differences. For example the chopper transformer has two output windings providing 110V and 18V lines. In the power supply R302 is 330kΩ, R313 is 2.2Ω, C308 if 100μF and F301 0-8A. The scan correction panel is omitted and the line output transistor is incorporated in a small group of i.c.s, IC101 i.f., IC201 colour decoder, IC171 audio amplifier and IC401 sync/timebase generator.
VCR Clinic

Philips VR2340
For intermittent noisy playback pictures – it looks just like the effect of dirty heads – clean the earth screw connection on head preamplifier module A420.

Philips VR6660
This machine was almost dead – the only sign of life was the head drum which was rotating much too fast. All the supply lines were present and disconnecting various plugs and sockets as instructed in the 12C bus fault-finding chart proved to be inconclusive. Whilst carrying out scope checks we discovered that the power-on reset signal was high all the time. Transistor 7151 was open-circuit. We replaced this 2SC1847 transistor and the machine works once the screw has been retrieved.

Mitsubishi HS318
The fault here was a very intermittent one: the drum motor would stop at random intervals during play or record. The deck would then shut down to produce the stop mode. Monitoring the drum speed control voltage was inconclusive because as soon as a probe (or a finger!) was touched on the collector of Q4A1 (drum control line) the motor’s operation would revert to normal. The trouble was being caused by the motor control chip. This is part of the quite inexpensive stator assembly whose part no. 409-B-051-03, is not given in the manual. Replacing it is a rather fiddly job however.

JVC HRD225/Ferguson 3V36
“Sound deteriorates when hot” was the complaint with this machine. We found that when the machine had been running for an hour or two the E-E sound became distorted and threatened to disappear altogether. The playback sound remained o.k. A scope check showed that the audio signal coming from the receiver section was “strangled” at TP4 on the tuner/timer panel because the interstation mute circuit was coming into operation. This is based on the action of the 15.625kHz tuned circuit T5. Careful adjustment of T5 to peak up the line-rate waveform at the collector of Q11 overcame the problem.

Panasonic NV788
The fault with this machine was complete loss of both the playback and E-E sound. There was no switched, regulated 12V supply to the audio panel. Tracing it to source via the video panel finally brought us to the syscon board, where regulator transistor Q6062 had 12V at its base but nothing at its emitter — the base-emitter junction was open-circuit. We replaced this 2SC1847 transistor with a BD137. Restoration of power to the audio section also brought up the back-light in the LCD counter display. Had we known about this we’d maybe have found the culprit sooner.

Finlux 2030/Tatung VR8495/B & O VHS82 etc
The Philips deck used in these machines is also used in many others. We’ve had several cases of failure to enter the rewind search (review) mode. What happens is that when review is keyed the machine shuts down and often ejects the tape. The culprit is the reel drive clutch (called the coupler, part no. 4822 528 20428) which binds — in one direction only! — and effectively jams the mechanism.

Reports from Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech., Eugene Trundle, Nick Beer, Alfred Damp, J. Olijnyk and Ian Bowden

Philips VR6660
This machine was almost dead – the only sign of life was the head drum which was rotating much too fast. All the supply lines were present and disconnecting various plugs and sockets as instructed in the 12C bus fault-finding chart proved to be inconclusive. Whilst carrying out scope checks we discovered that the power-on reset signal was high all the time. Transistor 7151 was open-circuit. We replaced this 2SC1847 transistor and the machine works once the screw has been retrieved.

Philips VR6660
This machine was almost dead – the only sign of life was the head drum which was rotating much too fast. All the supply lines were present and disconnecting various plugs and sockets as instructed in the 12C bus fault-finding chart proved to be inconclusive. Whilst carrying out scope checks we discovered that the power-on reset signal was high all the time. Transistor 7151 was open-circuit. We replaced this 2SC1847 transistor and the machine works once the screw has been retrieved.

JVC GRC7
A fairly common fault with this and similar camcorders is the cassette lid’s securing screw working loose and falling into the mechanism. In most cases no harm is done and the machine works once the screw has been retrieved. Sometimes damage can occur however. In a recent case the screw jammed under the right-hand side (exit) guide and bent the spring, slide washer and slide plate that keep it on the curved and narrow. The sliding base of the guide then jammed at the entrance to its V notch, bringing up the emergency display of simultaneously flashing stop, play and fast forward indicator LEDs. These emergency mode indications are invaluable and are becoming more common, even on domestic machines.

Toshiba V83
We’ve recently had three of these machines that would intermittently shut down in the record or playback mode. Observation of the deck at the moment of failure showed that the take-up reel had stopped, allowing slack tape to spill on to the deck. The problem was in each case cured by replacing the reel motor, part no. 70326539.

Sony CCD-V200
The shop mentioned that the auto focus on this top of the range “professional” camcorder didn’t seem to be too hot. When we checked with the Siemens star we found that the manual focus was sharp but the auto-focus system produced defocusing. The focus calibration was also off; when focused at 2 metres the reading on the focus ring was about 3 metres. The machine worked well when the plane back and auto focus had been adjusted.

Grundig VS200
This VCR wouldn’t accept a cassette, though the customer’s complaint was that it wouldn’t record! In this machine there’s a safety system in the syscon circuit to prevent activation of the mechanism if the brake release solenoid hasn’t been energised. After removing a diode to override this safety arrangement a cassette could be inserted. Then, intermittently but gradually becoming permanent, the brakes wouldn’t release, causing a terrible
We inspected the servo board under a powerful magnifier and found that a Darlington type transistor, which is a conventional component, had been resoldered. The fault was present when the machine tried to lace, and it was not a true 1:1 squarewave. At this point the machine decided to work correctly and no chatter was heard. On playback this VCR produced either a rolling picture or a blanking of the top part of the picture. When the video heads in these machines start to wear out, the clarity of the picture is reduced. The cause of the problem was a poor installation of the video heads. We convinced him that there was nothing to worry about.

**Panasonic NV-M5**

This camcorder's auto-focus system didn't work. It was a fairly simple problem to deal with as we soon found that the system was not oscillating. The symptoms were as follows: the drum and take-up reel were spinning at high speed in the forward direction while the supply reel rotated in the reverse direction. The syscon in these machines is fairly complex, but when you get to know it and apply a logical fault-finding procedure, you find that it rarely causes difficulty. Not long after delving into the syscon I found myself heading towards the reel servo where the switching transistor Q204 was short-circuit.

**Salora SV9300/Mitsubishi HS330**

In playback the tape laced up but the sound and vision wouldn't switch from the E-E mode. We soon found that the switched 9V line was missing as the 2.5A fuse F901 in the mains transformer's 14V a.c. winding had gone open-circuit. It had died rather than blown, and a replacement put that right. A long soak test produced no further problems.

**Panasonic NV-MS1**

The garbled message I received about this camcorder, which had been bought the day before, mentioned frame jitter in the electronic viewfinder and on the monitor. It transpired that the customer had been filming in the early morning when it was misty with hazy sunshine: on bright white scenes there was a barely perceptible 50Hz flicker. We convinced him that there was nothing to worry about and suggested the use of a filter. He then mentioned noise in fast forward and rewind. These machines - the latest S-VHS ones - are a bit noisy but this one was excessively so because of a scraping reel drive pulley. A replacement put that right.

**Sony SLF1**

This one was brought in by a merchant seaman who used it on board ship. This explained the rusty aerial socket! The symptoms were as follows: the drum and take-up reel were spinning at high speed in the forward direction while the supply reel rotated in the reverse direction. The syscon in these machines is fairly complex, but when you get to know it and apply a logical fault-finding procedure, you find that it rarely causes difficulty. Not long after delving into the syscon I found myself heading towards the reel servo where the switching transistor Q204 was short-circuit.

**Mitsubishi HS349**

On playback this VCR produced either a rolling picture or a picture with the top part blanked out. When the machine was dismantled the picture returned to normal. Tapping the servo board made the fault come and go and a check on the drum flip-flop waveform showed that when the fault was present it was not a true 1:1 squarewave. At this point the machine decided to work correctly and no amount of tapping and banging would provoke the fault. We inspected the servo board under a powerful magnifier but couldn't find any dry-joints. So to do the utmost to prevent a comeback we resoldered all the components and wire links connected with generation of the drum flip-flop signal, from the drum pick-up pulse on CA1 through Q4B0 and Q4B1 to pin 24 of 14A0 and then from pin 11 of 14A0 to plug CE.

**Panasonic NV688**

Sometimes this machine wouldn't switch from LP operation in the record mode, while in playback it would select LP by itself with an SP recording and what can only be described as LLP with an LP recording. After a lot of tapping, prodding and flexing of boards we found that the supply to the SL/LP discriminator IC2005 was varying and at times non-existent. There was a dry-joint on a wire jumper that's part of the supply.

**Ferguson 3V54**

The job card said intermittent play and record and chewing tapes. When the fault was seen tape movement ceased, the tape being left in the fully laced position. The capstan motor had stopped due to a dry-joint at the emitter of Q603. I've often resoldered the connections to this transistor and Q604 when servicing these machines as the joints have always looked suspect.

**Telefunken VR2931**

This VCR is similar to the Ferguson 3V65. The cause of a hum bar on the monitor screen was really quite obvious — C3 (2,200μF, 16V) in the supply to the 5V regulator was bulging and leaking electrolyte down the rectifier panel.

**Some Quickies**

**Ferguson 3V29:** We've had several cases of no clock display due to the i.c. being faulty.

**Sharp VC651:** This machine would run for hours, days or weeks before the fault showed — there were then very wild speed variations. My first thought was a duff capstan motor, which in the circuit diagram is shown as a black box. Ordering and fitting a complete unit seems to have proved successful, touch wood!

**Panasonic NV-G25**

We've recently had two of these machines with the same problems. Both were about a year old, the complaint being of a poor picture and intermittently low sound. When the video heads in these machines start to wear out you get a slight increase in overall picture noise and bands of noise in only the top third of the picture in the review mode, particularly near the beginning of a tape. The only cure as far as I know is to replace the heads. I did find that by adjusting the inlet guide by approximately a quarter of an inch, the image was improved. The audio/control head assembly is now supplied as part no. VBR0125 instead of the original VBR0116 — perhaps the new type will last longer.
November was a relatively quiet month for DX-TV reception. There was some activity on several days and there were two periods of enhanced tropospheric conditions, on the 4th/5th and 14th. The 4th produced signals from Ireland, Luxembourg, France and the Benelux countries. There was an improvement on the 5th with numerous French signals, West German Band III/u.h.f. signals and Swiss ch. E12/u.h.f. reception. The 14th again produced reception from Ireland, West Germany, France and the Benelux countries in central/southern England.

F2 layer reception was noted on several days early in the month. The 6th produced two ch. E2 signals, one with the familiar EBU test pattern (thought to be from the Gulf area) and the other unidentified. There was further weak F2 reception on the 7th, again during the morning. Two further days with F2 reception during the morning occurred on the 12th/13th, when an EBU pattern and a blank raster were seen together on ch. E2.

Excellent signals were produced by the Leonids meteor shower during the 14th -19th, with a particularly active period during the morning of the 18th. There were no reports of Band III MS. Further MS activity occurred on the 30th.

There were only a few SpE signals of any consequence, as follows:

- 7/11/88 TVP (Poland) ch. R2.
- 11/11/88 TVE (Spain) E3.
- 12/11/88 TVE E2; ARD (W. Germany) E2.
- 14/11/88 TVE E2, 3.
- 17/11/88 Intense signals from TVE chs. E2, 3, 4 and RTP (Portugal) chs. E2, 3 were received mid-morning.
- 18/11/88 TVE E2, 3, 4.
- 19/11/88 DR (Denmark) E3.
- 23/11/88 TVE E3.
- 25/11/88 TVE E3.
- 28/11/88 TVE E3.
- 29/11/88 CST (Czechoslovakia) R1; TVE E2, 3.

My thanks to Cyril Willis (Kings Lynn), Iain Menzies (Aberdeen), David Oliver (Birmingham), Simon Hamer (Powys), Roger Fussell (Torpoint) and Tim Anderson (St. Leonards) for sending in reports.

**Suitable Tuner for DX-TV**

Bill Cotterill (Tipton) who builds a lot of equipment for DX-TV reception tells us that he is now using the recently released NSF 240-039-ET001 tuner. Its performance is similar to the classic ET021 in terms of gain, noise, overload capability and frequency coverage. Fig. 1 shows the pin connections.

**SpE Research**

A report from the RSGB on work being carried out at Southampton University suggests that the cause of SpE propagation is shear winds in the upper atmosphere.
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and to be distributed via Telecom 1C.

Switzerland: It will soon be legal to receive the French La 5 and M6 channels, RTL and any satellite downlinked material intended for domestic entertainment.

Finland: The MTV commercial channel hopes to establish its own transmission network. Currently it leases facilities from the Finnish Broadcasting Company YLE for morning TV with news/information/general entertainment.

Hungary: From January MTV is to operate on a seven days a week basis. The MTV-2 broadcasting hours are also to be extended.

Modifications to the D100 Converter

The HS D100 De Luxe DX-TV converter was reviewed in the December issue. Excellent though the unit is, a few simple modifications will improve the operation of the system at little cost.

First I suggest fitting a mains on/off switch on the front panel. A miniature double-pole toggle switch will serve the purpose, matching the general size of the other switches. Drill a hole of appropriate diameter, carefully and slowly, on the right-hand side of the front panel in line with the selectivity switches and the on LED, between the latter and the D100 lettering. Properly, the drill should move and scratch the panel lightly, the mark can be removed by carefully rubbing with a cotton bud and Vim/Ajax powder! Once the switch has been fitted, cut the mains input wiring at the heatshrink sleeved joint. There's sufficient cable within the unit to connect the mains input to the switch and the latter to the mains transformer. When clipping the box together take care not to trap wires between the two halves. Carry out this operation with the unit isolated from the mains supply! A matching Letraset "on" can be applied and clear varnished.

I found that when progressively switching to reduced bandwidth it was necessary to adjust the tuning. This problem can be overcome by repeaking the two selectivity stages slightly. Switch to wideband operation and, with a weak signal, adjust for optimum picture. Then switch to medium selectivity (right-hand switch down). If you find that the tuning needs adjustment, make a slight adjustment to the right-hand selectivity stage (farthest from the modulator). Retune for optimum wideband reception then switch back to medium and repeak the right-hand selectivity coil. With the fine tune position retained, switch to narrow selectivity by depressing the left-hand

switch. If retuning is needed, return to the medium position and set for optimum then return to the narrow setting and peak the selectivity coil nearest the modulator. Once this operation has been completed, switching progressively from wide to narrow will require no retuning.

Fit an additional earthing solder tag between one of the 4BA aerial input retaining bolts and the aerial input (phone) socket on the tuner case.

The u.h.f. calibration was good but v.h.f. left something to be desired. Switch to Band I and locate a ch. E4 signal. If retuning is needed, return to the medium position and set for optimum then return to the narrow setting and peak the selectivity coil nearest the modulator. Once this operation has been completed, switching progressively from wide to narrow will require no retuning.

A further advance in receiver technology for only £299.00

Another Hi-tech exclusive scoops from Aerial Techniques. For UNDER £300, the answer to the multi-standard colour in market.

The Yoko model RB1637 is a 14" PAUSECAM FULL VHF/UHF infra-red remote control TV with audio/video access (via a 21 pin Skart socket) and covering SYSTEM I (4.5MHz sound for UK/Eire/South Africa) SYSTEM B1 (5.5MHz sound for Europe, Middle East, Australia and other parts) and SYSTEM L FRENCH standard (6MHz AM sound). The highly sensitive low noise tuner covers VHF TVicable channels in - low - 47 - 120MHz; high - 120 - 300MHz and UHF 470-662MHz, giving complete coverage.

Full colour and sound on UK/overseas programmes - including France (switchable SECAM on B/GL and PAL B/GH) with crisp colour from the Black видеосед с задним скрытым CRT; switchable AFC and digital display channel readout; sharp SAWF IF selectivity; channel up/down scanning; low level colour-sync box; 75 ohm coaxial aerial input and an audio jack for headphones are just some of the exciting features on this remarkable receiver, it also boasts a 16 channel memory.

The Yoko RB1637 costs only £299 including VAT - collected from our office, add £3.75 for carriage & insurance UK mainland, other areas and Overseas please ask for quotation.

Our full range of aerials, amplifiers, rotators, filters and all aerial technology is detailed in our comprehensive 22 page illustrated Catalogue at 75p, send for your copy today. Customer advisory service also available, ring or write (include SAE).

AERIAL TECHNIQUES

11. KENT ROAD. PARKSTONE. POOLE. DORSET BH12 2EH
Tel: 0202 738232

TRADING CARDS & VISA Mail and Telephone orders welcome.

ACCESS & VISA Mail and Telephone orders welcome.

All prices inclusive of VAT.

IRISH T.V. DEALERS

VIDEOS UHF-VHF Ferguson, Sharp, ITT, Panasonic, Nord, etc

fully serviced. Top Loaders, from £150 each. Front Loaders from £175 each.

TV's UHF-VHF Most makes in stock 8,16, and multi Channel

remotes. Fully serviced from £75 each, untested off the pile

£30 each.

EXPORT SPECIALISTS

"Sets modified for African transmission"

T.V. TRADE SALES

E.D.I. HOUSE, KYLEMORE PARK WEST,

DUBLIN 10. TEL. 0001 264139 or 263517
Satellite TV News

A 24-hour Spanish-language news service called Televisa, not unlike the CNN operation, came into operation at the beginning of December. This free channel is being carried via an ECS-4 downlink initially but may go to Astra at a later date. It originates in Mexico and is supported by advertising.

A news service from Visnews, called Good Morning Europe, is operational on a three-month trial basis. It consists of ten-minute news packages which are uplinked from London starting at 0230 GMT each day. Late US material is included, but the use of sound in syncs will make domestic reception difficult — the service is intended for European broadcasters, five of whom have already taken on the service.

Delegations from Yugoslavia, Algeria and China recently visited SES in Luxembourg (Astra) to discuss the possibility of starting a Third World Channel.

A new experimental service called Qamarsat (Moonsat) is using three C Band (4GHz) channels for several hours daily with downlinking from the Arabsat bird. The service consists of general entertainment etc. plus educational programming and covers over eighty per cent of the Arab world from the Gulf to Morocco and down to Equatorial Africa. If successful, the London-based Arab Spacescene Corporation hopes to start a daily 12-hour service. A further plan is to provide a scrambled S Band (2-6GHz) TV service via Arabsat covering much of Europe and Africa. This would be one of the largest satellite coverages when in operation.

As mentioned last month, TDF-1, the first DBS craft, is now in operation providing massive MAC signals on two channels. Ian Waller (Lincoln) noted signals on chs. 1, 5 and 9 (11-72, 11-8 and 11-88GHz), with D2-MAC. The very high level signals seem to spread everywhere. With a 1-5m dish evidence of the signals can be seen at ±8° off the 19°W orbital position. It’s reported that one engineer resolved signals simply by pointing an LNB at the satellite. The quoted power is 64dBW.

Gorizont at 14°W has been seen carrying the Moscow first programme (without sound) on 11-541GHz. The transponder provides the UK with about 39dBW. With a 1-5m dish the signals have varied from noisy to sparkly-free — Gorizont is unstable in its slot, hence a cyclic variation in signal strength. The polarisation is circular, but a linear feed worked — a Teflon strip for insertion in the feed tube is being prepared to give correct reception of circularly polarised signals.

During early November several enthusiasts received PanAmSat (PAS-1) carrying system M signals with coverage of the US elections. Two transponders were being used, at 11-5 and 11-58GHz. The path here at Romsey is over two-thirds obscured by nearby housing but the signals were locked with only half-bandwidth filtering in circuit. Mexican programming was noted on the 30th, on test, at 11-5GHz.

John Standon (North East Aerial Systems) has been in touch recently. His company now deals solely with business satellite activities. He mentioned that C Band signals from BrazilSat craft at 65°W and 70°W have been received in Yorkshire via their spot beams despite the fact that the estimated e.i.r.p. is only 4dBW. A new patented system called Starcatcher is in use, extending a receiver’s threshold down to virtually zero. It seems that the new system employs a selective video processing operation — we hope to be able to provide further details in due course. Examples of the possibilities with this remarkable unit include Ku Band reception from Intelsat at 27-5°W with a six-inch dish and C Band reception of AFRTS with entertainment quality using a patio-mounted 90cm dish. This system could lead to a rethink about aerial requirements in the TVRO field.

A new downlink via ECS-4 at 13°E and approximately 11-56GHz was seen at the end of November, with the identification Galavision. The polarisation is horizontal.
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Service Bureau

Requests for advice in dealing with servicing problems must be accompanied by a £2 cheque or postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.), the query coupon and a stamped addressed envelope. We can deal with only one query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply service sheets nor answer queries over the telephone.

SONY SLC9
This machine has a fault on playback. With prerecorded tapes and tapes recorded up to about three months ago playback seems to be o.k. With more recent recordings however a picture is obtained for about three-five seconds after which the picture breaks up two or three times then disappears, leaving a blank, unmodulated raster. On selecting cue and review or pause then playback the picture reappears until these keys are released, then the blank raster returns. The fault seems to start up at the same point of the tape — checked by rewinding and playing back again — suggesting a possible record fault.
This symptom is produced by the mute circuit which comes into operation when the control track head is not producing strong enough pulses. Cleaning this head (part of the audio head assembly) is usually all that’s required. If this doesn’t work the head could be worn and in need of replacement.

GRUNDIG CUC220 CHASSIS WITH REMOTE CONTROL
When the set is switched on it works for only about two-four minutes then switches off. If one of the buttons, say number 8, on the remote control unit is pressed the set comes on and remains on all evening.
Check that pin 14 of IC2365 remains high when the set should be on. If it does, suspect the BC337 transistor T2378 if, when the fault occurs, its collector voltage goes high. If the voltage at pin 14 goes low when the set switches off IC2315 and IC2365 are suspect.

FERGUSON 3V31
The problem with this machine is that the full erase head is on in the play mode though not in double speed, fast forward/rewind search and pause, when the oscillator is turned off — same in audio dub, though full dubbing doesn’t take place. The relays have been checked. The original fault was no capstan drive as Q10 was open and a scrap chassis is to hand.

SHARP VC381H
This VCR won’t work in the video search mode. In the playback mode everything is all right until the fast forward or rewind button is pressed to put the machine into video search. The tape then unloads and the machine goes into fast forward or rewind as though video search doesn’t exist. IC801 and D7758 have been replaced. The three inverter chips, IC805 and IC806 have all been checked with a logic probe. The mode switch also appears to be working correctly. Pin 59 of IC801 is low and doesn’t change at all. The print is also fine.
Check that pins 1, 4 and 5 of 17754 go high in the search mode and that pins 12, 13 and 16 go correspondingly low. If D7753’s cathode doesn’t go high at this time, suspect Q7751. If pin 59 of IC801 doesn’t go high for video search, isolate it and check again. If it now goes high something is loading it down. If it doesn’t go high the trouble remains around IC801. Check the smoothness and level of the supply voltage at pin 32 (9-9V) and the oscillator components R882 and C802.

PHILIPS CTX-E CHASSIS WITH VST
Every time this set is switched on the channels have to be retuned. The set is then all right until switched off. When it’s switched on again, even after only a few minutes, retuning is necessary.
The most likely culprit would seem to be the CCAM memory chip IC7800, type SAB3013. Before condemning it, check that the 5-5V supply at pin 9 is correct and that its clock oscillator produces a 4V peak-peak waveform at pin 2. This is governed by the timing components R3800 and C3800.

SAISHO VR805
When record is selected the machine holds on pause, the pause indicator lights and won’t disengage. After two-three minutes the machine returns to the stop mode. Recording is normal when the timer is used. All other functions work correctly.
First check thoroughly that there’s no corrosion or leakage in the operation PCB or input control (syscon, prefix 10) PCB due to liquid spillage. Next confirm that pin 48 of the syscon chip IC1001 always remains high at about 10V. If so suspect IC1001. If not check Q1014 and R1036.

PANASONIC U2 CHASSIS
This set has an intermittent power supply fault. Occasionally R832 (150Ω) will glow like a firework, then the set will shut down with 340V at the collector of the chopper transistor Q801 and nothing at its other electrodes. To make fault diagnosis difficult, the set will work normally for hours on end day after day. The 160V h.t. is correct and a scrap chassis is to hand.
There’s a reasonably sure way of curing this one, but it involves replacing several components as follows: D812, D809, Q802, Q803, D808, D814, R832 and R803. We would advise new components rather than salvaged ones — the latter may also be suspect.

QUERY COUPON
One coupon, plus a £2 (inc. VAT) cheque or postal order, must accompany EACH PROBLEM sent in accordance with the notice printed above.
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There's an intermittent fault in the record mode. The playback picture is fine but the sound level drops approximately every four seconds then comes straight back up again.

Relay RL401 on the audio panel could be to blame but it's more likely that the cause of the trouble is on the deck. Check the tape's back-tension and the condition of the pinch roller. If these are o.k., clean the audio head and check its tilt - follow the instructions given on page 2-17 of the manual, then give the top of the head a very slight tilt outwards towards the tape. If these steps produce no improvement the audio head is suspect.

TEST CASE 314

Each month we provide an interesting case of TV/video servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions but are based on actual practical faults.

The workshop was its normal chaotic self on this winter afternoon. Techno-Supersleuth was in his corner puffing on his fag and, for some obscure reason, drawing arcs from a Sanyo line output transformer; in his corner Hubo was doing wonderful things with a CD player while dreaming of a 60MHz scope and a function generator; in another corner Television Ted was triumphing over dry-joints in a Philips G11 between eating bacon crisps. And in the fourth corner of the workshop a strange drama was developing.

The patient was a Panasonic NV7200 VCR. Its owner had complained of "no playback signals", which was so. Apart from an occasional short burst of picture and sound when the play button was first pressed, all that the machine would produce was a snowstorm on the screen and a hiss on sound - just as if a blank tape had been fed in. The E-E signals were o.k. once a local station had been tuned in, which exonerated the tuner and much of the electronics.

A good tape was inserted and the play mode was selected. A finger on the audio head lead-out then produced a healthy buzz from the monitor set's loudspeaker - strange! A finger on the leads and connections from the video heads to the signals PCB brought up noise from the video tape was back-to-front. You can't get away with this here, and the customer said that he'd had the problem with all the tapes he'd tried, including library ones. Another known good tape was loaded, and we carefully watched the tape as it emerged from the cassette. No, it wasn't being twisted over.

The next test, really somewhat irrelevant in the absence of playback sound, was an ohmmeter check on the windings of the rotary transformers and the video heads themselves. All proved to be in order, but since we had another video head drum for this model in stock we fitted it. This made no difference of course. Another thought was that the head switching was incorrect, so that each head was being switched out as it started to scan the tape. The head wiring and the SW25 flip-flop waveform were correct however, and since the sound is recorded longitudinally in this machine no drum or head problem could account for the loss of sound.

Next came a check that should have been done earlier - try to make a recording. A minute or so of off-air programme was recorded, rewound then played back on another machine. There was perfect recording of both vision and sound! This cleared the heads, tape path and many other things of suspicion.

Testing in the playback mode commenced again, with a half-wound prerecorded tape. While playing with the operating keys we discovered that the machine would produce playback pictures in the review (search backwards) mode. Resisting the temptation to scream, we pondered on this additional absurdity. Of course! As we watched the tape whizzing backwards light dawned. Which item was the culprit? See next month's issue.

ANSWER TO TEST CASE 313 – page 210 last month –

Last month's puzzle was not really a difficult one, though it did show how a bit of thought on the theoretical aspect can provide a quick solution. The low scan amplitude problem described was due to low input and output signals to and from the field output chip, but the primary cause of the lack of height was in fact too much signal!

As with all field timebases, this one has a feedback loop to ensure height stability with time and temperature and to help with linearity correction. In this design the field scan coils are themselves within the feedback loop. The coils are returned to chassis via a small-value resistor, R3420 (1-3Ω), which is used to sample the sawtooth current flowing. This resistor develops a feedback signal which is potted down to a suitable level by the parallel-connected height control and then fed back to the sawtooth generator section of the timebase.

What had happened was that the value of the sampling resistor had increased slightly, so that the amplitude of the sawtooth voltage developed across it had also increased. The excessive feedback suggested to IC7375 that the height was too great. Doing its job correctly, this chip reduced its output in order to restore approximately correct conditions at its negative feedback input pin 2. The width was affected (bowed out sides) because the feedback signal is also used by the EW raster correction circuit. Fitting a new 1-3Ω resistor put matters right.
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TELEVISIONS &
VIDEOS
FROM HOTELS AND
PRIVATELY OWNED
RENTAL COMPANIES
- HITACHI, GRUNDIG,
ITT, SONY,
PANASONIC
PLUS MANY OTHER
MAKES

STILL ARRIVING
Latest
DECCA/TATUNG
MICRO-MONITORS
STANDARD, REMOTE,
TELETEXT
ALSO LATE MODEL
FRONT LOADING
VIDEOS

OPEN
Monday to Friday
10am to 5.30pm
all other times by
appointment

PRO-VISION
BREEDON CROSS STORAGE
DALE ROAD
SELLY OAK
BIRMINGHAM
B29 6AQ
021 471 5116

WE ARE HERE
FROM M5 Junc 4
FROM M6 Junc 6

PRO-VISION
BREEDON CROSS STORAGE
DALE ROAD
SELLY OAK
BIRMINGHAM
B29 6AQ
021 471 5116

TV RENTAL
FINANCE
for the independent
dealer
on new or reconditioned
TV Receivers,
Video Cassette Recorders
and Satellite
Reception Equipment.
For details and quotations contact

BROUGHFAME LTD
Colonade House, High Street,
 Worthing, Sussex, BN11 1NZ
Tel. (0903) 820968
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### Soldering Iron
- **Supplier:** ANTEX
- **Model:** KE-620
- **Price:** £2.95
- **Available:** Small Elements for KE-620
- **Quantity:** 20 units

### Soldering Iron Stand
- **Supplier:** Soldering
- **Model:** ST-8000
- **Price:** £10.00
- **Available:** Large Elements for ST-8000

### Rectifiers
- **Model:** 2SC-790, 2SC-461
- **Price:** £0.15
- **Available:** Large Elements for 2SC-790, 2SC-461

### Electrolytic Capacitors
- **Model:** 30D, 40D
- **Price:** £0.50
- **Available:** Large Elements for 30D, 40D

### Universal Trilars
- **Model:** 50D
- **Price:** £1.00
- **Available:** Large Elements for 50D

### Video Lamps
- **Model:** Universal Video Lamp, 12V, 20W, 240V, 260P, Red or Blue
- **Price:** £3.00
- **Available:** Large Elements for Universal Video Lamp, 12V, 20W, 240V, 260P, Red or Blue

### Video Rubber Belts
- **Model:** VS-350 (2 belts), VS-550 (2 belts), JVC, 2SC-650 (6 belts), Hitachi, 2SC-700 (7 belts)
- **Price:** £0.50
- **Available:** Large Elements for Video Rubber Belts, VS-350 (2 belts), VS-550 (2 belts), JVC, 2SC-650 (6 belts), Hitachi, 2SC-700 (7 belts)

### Floppy Discs
- **Model:** 5¼ inch 3.5 inch 1.44MB, 2.88MB, £0.95
- **Available:** Large Elements for Floppy Discs, 5¼ inch 3.5 inch 1.44MB, 2.88MB, £0.95

### Video Heads Reduced to Unbeatable Prices
- **Model:** JVC, Panasonic, £10.50
- **Available:** Large Elements for Video Heads Reduced to Unbeatable Prices, JVC, Panasonic, £10.50

### Engineers Service
- **Model:** Small Zipped
- **Price:** £28.59 + VAT
- **Available:** Large Elements for Engineers Service, Small Zipped

---

**GRANTITA LTD**

K.P. House, Unit 15, Pop-In Commercial Centre, Southway, Wembley, Middlesex, England

Phone: 01-990 2329

Fax: 01-990 2329

Access & Visa Card accepted. Open Monday to Saturday.
OUR TWO LATEST PRODUCTS

TDMS1
The TDMS1 is an all-new low cost versatile overlay unit for both Colour and Monochrome Video Sources, such as Video Cameras and VCRs etc. It is available in both pcb and boxed form. It provides a four line field including time, date, 8 character message and stopwatch facility. Based on a single board micro, the design is very flexible and many special OEM facilities could be provided by custom programming. Battery back up is also provided. Data sheet is available on request. One off prices are as follows:
PCB £121.75 + VAT. Boxed £134.25 + VAT.
Quantity discounts available.

CCD2
This is the smallest CCD camera available on the market at the present time. The picture quality is superb and it out performs most standard vidicon cameras. It has a sensitivity of -3 LUX and with auto gain up to 400 LUX it could not be more versatile. It requires a supply from 11v to 16VCC and has an on board voltage regulator. Provision has also been made for auto iris connection. Video output is via BNC socket.
Data sheet is available on request. Price £356.25 + VAT.

Our full range of Video products is extensive. We pride ourselves that we can supply anything in the Video field - and what's more at competitive prices. So why not give us a call?

We are currently disposing of a vast range of brand new boxed and guaranteed, both monochrome and colour monitors, at very low prices.

TYPICAL - (0.31) HI-RES RGB/TTL 12" COLOUR MONITOR AT UNDER £100.

At these prices you will have to move fast though.

Ring us and let us know your requirements - no lists available.

ORDER YOUR REQUIREMENTS TODAY BY PHONING 05448 557 NOW - WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

CROFTON ELECTRONICS, KINGSHILL HOUSE, LYONSHALL, HEREFORDSHIRE HRS 3HZ. TELEX 8651182

IF IT'S CCTV - Crofton Creates Terrific Value - WE SUPPLY IT
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL
VIDEO SERVICE TOOL KIT
- Incl. Alignment Tape, Torque Gauge, Grease, Tape Guide Adjusting Tool, Circuit Pliers, etc.

was £239
now £189 + VAT

TELEVIDEO SERVICES

TELEVIDEO SERVICES
UNIT 3, PLESSEY BUSINESS PARK, TECHNOLOGY DRIVE, BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM NG9 2ND
TEL: 0602-225070  FAX LINE: 0602-431097
24HR ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS PLACED AFTER 5.30 P.M.
Please add 70p post & packing and then add 15% VAT to total
OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, ETC. EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
ALL ENQUIRIES SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
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WEST MIDLAND TV & VIDEO WHOLESALERS
NOW OPEN IN WALSALL

OVER 3000 TV's & VIDEO's IN STOCK AT UNBEATABLE PRICES - HURRY NOW.

HUGE STOCKS WORKING & GENUINE UNTESTED TV's & VIDEO's
LOTS OF SPECIAL OPENING OFFERS WHILST STOCKS LAST

CTV's
Working Non-Working
PHILIPS G11 £20 £12
BUSH T20 £20 £12
TX9 £35 £30
G11 TEXT £50 £40
TX TEXT £70 £60
STEREO TEXT £90 £80

VIDEO's
Working Non-Working
FERGUSON 3V29 £75 £65
JVC 7200 £75 £65
PANASONIC £75 £65
SHARP £80 £70
MECHANICAL £45 £35

BLOCKS OF 10 SETS FROM £40

TEST YOUR OWN SETS

ALSO LARGE SELECTION OF CTV's UNTouched TO CLEAR FROM £4

2 MINUTES FROM JUNCTION 9 - M6

TRADE SHOWROOM
LARGE QUANTITY OF READY TO SELL VIDEO's & TV's.
CALL IN — YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED.

WAREHOUSE IN PASSAGE OFF LITTLE LONDON CALDMORE, WALSALL
TEL. 0922 724542

OPEN: MON-SAT. 9 A.M. - 7 P.M. SUN 10 A.M. - 2 P.M.
DELIVERY CAN BE ARRANGED

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO V.A.T. AND QUANTITY

W. TREE TRADE TVS
NEW YEAR

SOLD IN LOTS OF 10 ALL COMPLETE AND IN CLEAN CONDITION

G11 TELETEXT £20.00
KT3 BASIC £15.00
KT3 REMOTE NO H/UNIT £20.00
K30 £20.00
TOSHIBA 2220 BASIC £20.00
TOSHIBA REMOTE £35.00
TOSHIBA TELETEXT £45.00
DECCA 80 SERIES £6.00
GEC STARLINE £6.00

MANY OTHER MAKES AND MODELS IN STOCK
NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED
CALL IN NOW TO VIEW

VIDEOS

VHS NON WORKING INCOMPLETE £15.00
VHS NON WORKING COMPLETE £40.00

W. TREE TRADE TVS
UNIT 1, SUNSHINE MILLS, WORTLEY ROAD, LEEDS 12
Tel: 0532 638804

All Prices plus VAT
MARSTALL LTD
TV & VIDEO WHOLESALERS
38 HORNSBY SQUARE SOUTHFIELDS IND. ESTATE, LAINDON, ESSEX

FOR A LARGE SELECTION OF
RECONDITIONED EX-RENTAL
THORN TVs + VIDEOS
PLUS MANY OTHER MAKES AT
MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES

NEW & SECOND HAND SPARES ALSO AVAILABLE

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

OPEN 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
MONDAY - SATURDAY

DELIVERY SERVICE THROUGHOUT UK

OUR STAFF ARE FAMILIAR WITH EXPORT REQUIREMENTS AND
WOULD WELCOME YOUR ENQUIRIES.

COME AND PAY US A VISIT
AT OUR NEW LARGER
PREMISES

(JUST OFF M25 JUNCTION 29)

Don’t Delay Phone TODAY!
0268-412711
FOR GUARANTEED CTV & VIDEO'S
TRADE SERVICE AVAILABLE
ON ALL MAKES
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
COURTEOUS SERVICE

A Link with Europe
Ring Norman - Gloria - Paul on new number
021 779 5465
021 779 5466
Fax: 021 779 4701
* TRADE ONLY SATELLITE ENQUIRIES

CREWE WHOLESALE TELEVISION
CHESHIRE'S LARGEST WHOLESALERS – OVER 18,000 SQ. FT.
15 MINUTES FROM JUNCTION 17, M6

(Including hundreds of text working and off the pile) G11's, G11 Text, Bush T-20 upwards, Finlandia, G.E.C., K30, KT3, Grundigs, ITT's, Trimlines, 800, CVC 40 and 30's, Decca 80's and 100's, Doric 3's, 3A's and 4's, and cable with translators. Philips KT30 – 3 – 45 stand & text.

LORRY LOADS DIRECT FROM SOURCE

VIDEOS
VHS – Mechanical Hitachi
Electronic Nat/pan, Hitachi
Sharp and Thorn

50 Mixed of your choice

Decca 80’s and 100’s
Doric series 3
GEC 2110/2111

BETAMAX – Sony, Sanyo,
Toshiba, etc.
(Working or untouched)

AT £250.00 + VAT
GUARANTEED UNTOUCHED

RING NOW FOR THE LATEST PRICES ON TV's & VIDEOS
CREWE WHOLESALE TELEVISION
Williams Street Warehouse, Crewe, Cheshire. ☎ 0270 582924

ELECTRONICS SERVICES
UNIT 18
TILE CROSS TRADING ESTATE
TILE CROSS ROAD
MARSTON GREEN
BIRMINGHAM B33 0NW
Telephone: 021 779 5734
SALE - SALE - SALE

HUSSAIN CENTRAL T.V. LTD

STARVED OF V.C.R. STOCK???
THEN SEE US NOW!!!

PRESTON
0772 312101
9K - £12 WORKING

LEEDS
0532 422774
FROM
TX BASIC (6311) - £25
TX TEXT - £60
TX STEREO - £85
F.S.T.'s AVAILABLE

CHEPSTOW
0291 271000
G11 - £15 WORKING

BIRMINGHAM
021-622 1517
021-622 1023
3V29 - £65 WORKING
I.R. V.C.R. - FROM £70

SOUTHAMPTON
0703 777254
3V31/3V35 - £90 WORKING

STOP PRESS
3V43 - 3V48
3V53 - 3V59

LONDON
01-961 5005

MOST MAKES OF EX-THORN & EX-GRANADA

RING NEAREST BRANCH FOR FULL DETAILS:

HEAD OFFICE - 48/52 PERSHORE STREET, BIRMINGHAM (CITY CENTRE)
LONDON - ROYAL LONDON ESTATE, NORTH ACTON ROAD
PRESTON - UNIT 439, WALTON SUMMIT (M6, JUNCTION 29)
LEEDS - UNIT 2, COPLEY HILL ESTATE, WHITEHALL ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON - 500 MILLBROOK ROAD
CHEPSTOW - BULLWARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

Note: Above prices subject to VAT & quantity. Handsets extra.
VHS VIDEOS
FERGUSON
3V00, 3V22, 3V23, 3V16, 3V29, 3V30, 3V31, 3V32, 3V35
HITACHI
5000, 8000
NATIONAL PANASONIC
NV8600, 8610, 2000, 7000, 370, 333, 2010
SHARP
620, 630, 640, 2300 H T/P
Untested from £70
BETAMAX VIDEOS
SANYO VTC 9300, 5300
SONY C5, C6, C7
Untested from £25
HITACHI VHS TUNER/TIMER £10,
HITACHI VHS BATTERY CHARGER
£10, ROBERTS VHF RADIOS £5
VHS/Beta tapes used –
from 40p each
Sorry must collect as we do not send
through the post.

PLUS
17” 18” 20” 22” 26” Hybrid/
Solid State from £8. Also available
CTVs Remote Control & Teletext
All prices subject to 15% VAT
Discount for Quantities
Complete loads delivered from pick up point

JOHN CARTER
(Electrical) LTD
FURNACE ROAD,
GALLOWS INN,
ILKESTON
Phone: 0602 303124

BARGAINS
IN SOUTH WALES
VIDEO
Electronic From £75 £40
LP Electronic From £95 £45
Beta £20 as they come
Philips £8 as they come

COLOUR TV
Working Non-working
Pil From £20 £10
R/C From £35 £18
Text From £65 £40
Colour Portable From £65 £35
FST when available From £115 £75

RANGE OF NEW HANDSETS IN STOCK
BITEL
UNIT 11, TAVERNER TRADING EST. CAERLEON, NEWPORT, GWENT
Leave M4 Junct 25, B4236 to Caerleon. 3 miles from M4.
RING BOB ON 0633 430040
FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Prices inclusive of VAT

NEW WAREHOUSE OPEN!
HIGH QUALITY TELEVISIONS & VCR’s
Specialists in ‘ready to retail’ televisions and VCRs
(packed with handbook and patch lead). Mostly
Ferguson but all models stocked.
NEW “B” GRADED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE.
ITEMS USUALLY IN STOCK
Ferguson Non Text, Text and Stereo Text & New F.S.T. B Grade.
Ferguson, JVC, Sharp, Hitachi, Sony, etc., etc. V.C.R.s working:
Ferguson 3V29/30 V.C.R.s ready for retail in fives £75 + VAT.
Ferguson Compact Disc Units, A Grade and B Grade, from £40 +
VAT. Sony C9 Beta in top condition, back to spec, plenty in stock.
Ferguson V.C.R.s for spares: 3V16/3V22/3V23/3V24/3V29/3V31/
3V35/3V43/3V45/3V55.

TODD TRADING
SITUATED TRADING II
UNIT 16
FROM STONE BUSINESS PARK
JUNCT. 14,
STONE
STAFFS
M6
0785 43447
Fax 0785 48202
0785 223137
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK, CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT PREFERRED

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
EVEN ON SMALL ITEMS – MIN OF 5 UNITS
PHONE FOR DETAILS
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STOP PRESS!

NEW WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN IN COVENTRY

68 BAYTON ROAD COVENTRY (1 MILE FROM JUNCT. 3 M6)

GARY WINTERTON HAS FINALLY TAKEN THE PLunge AND GONE IT ALONE. OFFERING A FULL RANGE OF EX-RENTAL TV & VIDEO. NO WILD PROMISES – JUST GOOD STOCK AT FAIR PRICES

YOU COLLECT OR DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR!

NO ORDER TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL

FOR MORE DETAILS RING 0203 368437 OR 0836 590696 (MOBILE)

TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED

ZONEPORT TV & VIDEO WAREHOUSE

We are one of Southern England’s foremost Trade suppliers of top quality ex-rental TV and Videos. A good range in Philips, JVC, Sony, Toshiba, Hitachi and National Panasonic colour TVs including portables, teletxt and remote control models

CHEAP BUT DEFINITELY NOT NASTY!!

We specialise in supplying working stock that has been professionally refurbished to a high standard. Our engineers pay special attention to the cosmetics as well as the electronics, so come to us for competitively priced stock that is genuinely ready for your showroom.

BRIGHTON CUSTOMERS
CONTACT SIMON HEALY
(0273) 571672

UNIT N2
London Road Trading Estate
Sittingbourne, Kent.
CONTACT BRIAN MOLLETT
(0795)28166

NOW IN STOCK
EX-GRANADA MODELS
FINLANDIA REDIFFUSION
Mk 3, 4 & 4A
BASIC, REMOTE & TELETEXT VERSIONS

REDIFFUSION TRANSLATOR NO. 847038
£3.99 plus £3 P&P inc. VAT

UNIT N2
London Road Trading Estate
Sittingbourne, Kent.
CONTACT BRIAN MOLLETT
(0795)28166

Come to one of the most experienced firms in the business. We have been rebuilding cathode ray tubes for industry, broadcasting authorities, major airlines, M.O.D. universities, and, of course, the TV trade in general since the '60's.

WHY NOT TELEPHONE UXBRIDGE (0895) 55800 TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS. DAVE DYSON WILL HELP YOU WITH DOMESTIC TV TUBES. TERRY SMITH DEALS WITH COMMERCIAL/PROFESSIONAL TYPES.

We are currently redeveloping our factory and have temporarily transferred production facilities to a factory unit in nearby Iver (Bucks). We have made arrangements for the Uxbridge 55800 telephone to be rerouted to the Iver factory at the exchange, but if you should wish to dial directly, the Iver number is (0753) 630137. During the temporary period of relocation we shall maintain goods handling facilities at Uxbridge. It would be appreciated if intending visitors telephone us first to be sure that technical staff are available at Uxbridge if required. We greatly appreciate the confidence placed in us by our customers which has enabled our business to grow and look forward to being of continued service in the future.

DISPLAY ELECTRONICS LTD.

SWAN WHARF,
WATERLOO ROAD,
UXBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX.
THERMAL PASTE 125G £2.40
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REMOTE CONTROLS

Ferguson, Grundig, ITT, Philips, Pye, Sony and Hitachi various models TV & Videos...

CAR RADIO/AUDIO MICE

FV 6, 9 TVL and 13.2 V clockwise and anticlockwise...

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Decie-10...

OTHER SPARES

Video Cassette Tape suitable for Sharp Panasonic...

Universal Cassettes Lamps 40mm or 60mm...

Universal Trimmer...

THOM TRN 10 Focus Unit...

Video Tape Splitting Kit...

Cassette Housing Assembly for Ferguson 3V-25-36...

TV ON/OFF SWITCHES

ITT, Philips, Decca, Thorn, Fidelity, Grundig, Sony & Black & Decker. With or without box...

ORDER FACILITY FOR ORIGINAL

Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery...

AVAILABLE. PLEASE ORDER

MANUFACTURERS PART NO.

BELT KITS

Many Models...

PINCH ROLLERS

Many Models...

ZENER DIODES

A 1.3W Wattvalues in stock...

TRANSISTORS

ICP108...

MOSCAPS

447 342/343X-470 BC822/CM22JB/GB22/...

ICots... 0.30

ACCESSORIES

CASH PAID FOR ALL

SIZES SONY GLASS + 66-510/540 DOZ PIL TYPES

Please phone before calling...

LOCAL DELIVERY FROM ACCRINGTOM, LANCs.

Phone enquiries and letters to: Apollo, The Potters Wheel, Mullion Cove, Mullion, Nr. Helston, TR12 7ET.

0326 240781

Southside TV

Unit 8, Apple Ind. Est, Whittle Ave., Segensworth West, Fareham

Off Junction 9, M27

Hants. Tel. (04895) 77251

Top Quality ex-rental TV’s & Videos

Fresh stock delivers EVERY week

All items complete with original handsets

Working stock always available in quantity

24 hr answering machine service

Opening times: Mon-Fri 10am-5.30pm.

Sat Mornings 10am-1pm.
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SLOPER ROAD, LECKWITH, CARDIFF. Exit 33 off M4

120, Selhurst Road, London SE25 6LL

SOUTH WALES' LARGEST AND
BEST WHOLESALER WITH
20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS!
PHONE: 0222 344754

EX-RENTAL TV's & VIDEOS

DELTA - 20AX - 30AX - In Line

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.
120, Selhurst Road, London SE25 6LL
PHONE: 01-771 3535

First Independent Rebuilder with B.S.I. Certification
SETS & COMPONENTS

OCHRE MILL TECHNICAL SERVICES. Are now on 0666 (Marlsmury) 823228 Grundig TV spares all models to 1983. Fast, friendly, helpful service sensible prices.

JAPANESE TV'S MITSUBISHI, Panasonic, Sony, JVC, Toshiba, fully refurbished. PEARSON TELEVISION 0584 893498. Delivery arranged.

UNTESTED Ws VIDEOS from £29.95. VHS from £21 MX1, spares services working from £29.95. New tapes. Phone 0354 83111.

JAPANESE TV'S MITSUBISHI, Panasonic, Sony, JVC, Toshiba, fully refurbished. PEARSON TELEVISION 04&4 863489. Delivery arranged.

LINCOLNSHIRE AREA

FED UP WITH TRAVELLING FAR AND WIDE FOR YOUR EX-RENTAL TV AND VIDEO'S?

THEN WHY NOT TRY US FIRST?

BUDGET TV

Unit 4, Exchange Road Lincoln LN6 3JZ Tel. Lincoln 500413

REPAIR YOUR OWN HI-FI SPEAKERS

Send large stamped addressed envelope for catalogue of replacement drive units from stock to:

RTVC LTD.
21 High St., Acton, London W3 6NG.
Tel: 01-992 8430 and 323 Edgware Rd., London W2. Tel: 01-723 8432

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY

1 to 24 volts up to 30 amps. 1 to 20 volts up to 1 amp. 110 volts or 240 volts A.C. Fully stabilised. Twin panel meters for instant voltage and current readings. Overload protection.

£39 VHS + Foot 67

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

237 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
SURREY, U.K.
Tel: 01-684 1665

LP-73 T.V. & V.H.S. A.M. LONDON
123 E10
337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
SURREY, U.K.
Tel: 01-684 1665

VHF/UHF TELEVERTAS £22.50 Quantities P.O.A. Ceramic filters for UK and export conversion NTSC decoder for replacement of chip TDA3560 £47.50 add cost of posting and packing. All prices plus VAT

JOMILL ENTERPRISES

173 DALSTON LANE, HACKNEY, LONDON E8
01-533 2229
VHF/UHF TELEVERTAS £22.50 Quantities P.O.A. Ceramic filters for UK and export conversion NTSC decoder for replacement of chip TDA3560 £47.50 add cost of posting and packing. All prices plus VAT

TRIPLERS £4.95

1 year guarantee

The UNIVERSAL TRIPLER can be used in most G.E.C., IT.T.T., Pye, Rank, Decca & Continental sets.

WING ELECTRONICS

15 Waylands, off Tudor Rd., Flows End Middlesex

SPARES, PANELS AND MANUALS

PHILIPS TELEVIEW

01-994 5537
194, Acton Lane, London W.4.

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION & VIDEO CO.

DON'T TRAVEL THE COUNTRY LOOKING AT "BUTCHERED JUNK". ALL OUR COLOUR TELEVISION'S & VIDEOS ARE IN EXCELLENT CONDITION, WITH UNMARKED CABINETS AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH REMOTE CONTROL. WE ALWAYS HAVE 1000s IN STOCK OF ALL FAMOUS MAKES. WE DON'T JUST SAY THAT – SEE FOR YOURSELF AT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH. FRANCHISES NOW AVAILABLE WITH MINIMUM INVESTMENT

BULK PURCHASE:-

V.H.S. Electronic Working From £75.00 Mechanical V.H.S. Video's Untested £35.00

V.H.S. Electronic Untested From £55.00 Mechanical V.H.S. Video's For Spares £25.00

V.H.S. Electronic For Spares From £35.00 All Beta Videos From £10.00

WE ARE EXPERIENCED IN EXPORT MARKET REFURBISHED TELEVISIONS & VIDEO'S

Enquiries welcome C.I.F. & F.O.B. Prices – Telex: 378414 BLBIRDG – Fax: 0602 861027

PLUS MANY MORE LATE MODEL T.V.'s TOO LONG LIST TO LIST THEM ALL – ALL PRICES ARE PLUS 15% VAT.

NOTTINGHAM

(10,000 SQ. FEET WAREHOUSE)

UNIT 3-3A MEADOW TRADING EST.
MEADOW LANE
NEAR NOTTS. COUNTY FOOTBALL GROUND
IN NATIONAL TYRE YARD, NOTTINGHAM NG2 3WG.
TELEPHONE: (0602) 864627

SHEFFIELD

(6,000 SQ. FEET WAREHOUSE)

2 MIN FROM JUNC. 34 OF THE M1
UNIT 17, MEADOWHALL TRADING EST.
27 AMOS ROAD, SHEFFIELD 4
TELEPHONE: (0742) 422633

The prepaid rate for semi display setting £8.50 per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cms). Classified advertisements 55p per word (minimum £10),
F.T. SERVICES

QUALITY WORKING TV's AND VIDEO'S TO INCLUDE

9600's ........................................ £25
TX9's, TX10 Basic ...................... £40
TX Teletext ................................ From £70
TX Stereo Text ............................ £95
VIDEO'S 3V29/50 .......................... £75
3V23/8940 ............................... £75
NEW H/UNIT, eg. Tx Text .......... £12
NEW HEAD, eg. JVC JL ............. £14.50
VIDEO STAND .......................... From £5

Also Sony, Pan, Philips, Pye, Hit etc. available

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT

779 STOCKPORT ROAD,
LEvenshulme,
MANCHESTER
Telephone: 061-224 7279
061 224 6521

Open
Mon./Fri. 10-8
Sat. 10-6

SERVICE PAGES

ox number £1.00 extra. All prices plus 15% VAT. All cheques, postal orders etc., to be made payable to Television, and crossed "Lloyds Bank PLC". reasary notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Television loom 2331, IPC Magazine Limited, Kings Reach Tower, Stamford Street, ondon SE1 9LS. (Telephone 01-261 5942).

SUFFOLK TV & VIDEOS
Large stocks always available
GEC, Fineline KT3, KT30, Hitachi, Nat Pan, working stocks in our showoom from £20.00. Text £85.00 with handset.
0934 670115
Bridge Road, Felixstowe, Sufolk IP11 7FL


WIZARD DISTRIBUTORS
MANCHESTER
TV & VIDEO SPARES
We stock spares for PHILPS, PYE,
RANK, GEC, SHARP, SONY, HITACHI,
MINARI & OEC

And...PHILIPS Relief
FIDELITY SPARES MAIN DISTRIBUTOR.
Did you know we also stock

FUSES
TUBES
AERIALS
VIDEO LEADS
RESISTORS
SEMICONDUCTORS
CAPACITORS
TEST EQUIPMENT
CABLES
VIDEO HEADS
TELEPHONE RECEIVERS

TRADE ONLY
EMPERSON STREET WORKS,
EMPERSON STREET,
MANCHESTER M16 9EN.
Tel: 061-872 5435; 061-848 0060.

PC TV SERVICES

D.I.Y. SCRATCH REMOVAL + TUBE POLISHING KIT

This kit can be obtained every time
with this kit. The kit comes with full
instructions and is especially useful on
removing the faults on those sets with
electrically faulty tubes which may be
had at very much reduced prices. The kit could pay for itself
with just one set.

Introductory price £35 inclusive

Electrical drill required

ELC EAST LONDON COMPONENTS
AUDIO TELEVISION VIDEO
COMPONENTS AT VERY KEEN PRICES
TEL: 01-472 4671

LOOK AT THESE PRICES

VIDEO HEADS

JVC 261 ---------------------- £15.95
JVC 264 ---------------------- £16.95
HITACHI VCR 2000 ------------ £18.95
HITACHI VCR 2000D ----------- £19.95

VIDEO IDLERS

SANYO 360 --------------------- £14.95
SANYO 364 --------------------- £15.95

VIDEO HEADS

SELCHER H/V --------------- £8.95
SELCHER V/H --------------- £9.95

ONOFF SWITCHES

SANYO 400 SWITCH ------------ £5.95
SANYO 404 SWITCH ------------ £8.95

CASSETTE HEADS

MC-CASSETTE HEADS: 80x grants £3.95
MC-CASSETTE HEADS: 135x grants £4.95

DRIVE BELT KITS

JVC 261 ---------------------- £15.95
JVC 264 ---------------------- £16.95

RADIO SHELVES

SANYO 360 --------------------- £14.95
SANYO 364 --------------------- £15.95

LATEST STK043 CAPACITORS

ELC EAST LONDON COMPONENTS
55 FLASHET GROVE, EAST LAM
LONDON E16 1AD. Tel: 01-472 4671
OPEN SATURDAY 10AM TO 6PM.

Two minutes walk from Upton Park Tube Station

Please phone us if you want
IS NOT LISTED AS WE HOLD THOUSANDS
OF ITEMS IN STOCK
ADD The P/P AND INVOICE VAT
ALL GOODS DESPATCHED SAME DAY
PRICE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

VIDEOSTAND ACCEPTED

TELEVISION FEBRUARY 1989
A space ship was seen today outside a local television warehouse in Basildon. Passers by were held spellbound by the sight of three space aliens appearing from within the store, carrying what appeared to be Television sets and video recorders.

In an exclusive interview with one of the aliens, our reporter was told that they had travelled a great distance across our galaxy to this particular TV store, because as they said "Bobs T.V. & Video deals cannot be beaten". They were also particularly impressed by the large selection of reconditioned sets.

The Alien went on to say that as a main dealer for TV equipment on his own planet Trinitron, he found that the trip to earth was justified and rewarding due to the amazing deals he found at Bobs.

Two of the aliens were also impressed by the variety of makes including Ferguson, Philips, National Panasonic, Hitachi, Sharp, Grundig etc. plus B grade Philips machines.
NORTH WEST ELECTRONICS

HUGE STOCKS NOW IN FOR '89

GOOD SELECTION OF THORN TV'S & VIDEOS FROM STANDARD TO STEREO TEXT AT KEEN PRICES!

WORKING TV's
Bush T20/22, T24/6 £25
Pye G11 £25
Pye KT3 £35
Pye K30 £40
Ferguson TX 9/10 £40
Grundig £20
Hitachi 226 etc. £55

WORKING VIDEO's
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Sharp Electronic 7300 £65
Ferguson 3V29 £75
Sharps 8300 £80
National Panasonic £75
Ferguson 3V30 £80
Sharp 9300 £95

BRADFORD

SPRING MILL STREET,
MANCHESTER ROAD,
BRADFORD 5
5 MINS FROM MOTORWAY

QUANTITY OF BRAND NEW TOWER SYSTEMS, MIDI SYSTEMS, PERSONAL RADIOS ETC

IN STOCK NOW
K35/K30 TEXT
TX10 & HITACHI TEXT

TELETEXT BARGAINS
FROM £35

(G11)

QUANTITY OF READY TO SELL VIDEO's & TV's
CALL IN, YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED!

MANCHESTER

UNIT 3,
MERSEY ROAD NORTH
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
FAILSWORTH

TRADE SHOWROOM
LARGE QUANTITY OF READY TO SELL VIDEO's & TV's
CALL IN, YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED!

LATER VIDEO's NOW IN STOCK
3V35/44/65, Hitachi VT33
Philips 6660/64, UR 60,
AND MANY MORE

100's PX
HOOVER JUNIOR VACS
All models in stock

Tel (0274) 308186

All prices are plus VAT & based on quantity

CHEQUES
ACCEPTED WITH
BANKERS CARD

VISA
WELCOME

OPEN
6 DAYS
SAT 9-5.30

Tel (061-683) 4612

UNTESTED TV's
Bush T20/22 £15
Pye G11 £15
Pye KT3 £30
Pye K30 £35
Ferguson TX9/10 £30
Grundig £10
Hitachi 226 etc. £35
Thorn 9000 £10

Plus many more; GEC, ITT, etc from £5

UNTESTED VIDEO's
Sharp 7300 £35
Ferguson 3V29 £50
Sharp 8300 £50
National Panasonic £45
Ferguson 3V30 £55
Sharp 9300 £55
Betamax all makes from £10
### NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

**COLOUR TELEVISIONS**
- THORN - 8,800, 9,000, 9,600, TX9-TX10
- DORIC - MK1, MK111, M4
- PHILIPS - G11, KT3, KT30
- ITT - Various Models
- GEC - Various Models

**VIDEOS**
- THORN - 3V23, 3V29, 3V30
- NAT PAN - Various Models
- HITACHI - Various Models

**TRADE WORKERS ALWAYS AVAILABLE**

**P.V.S.**
35, Nunsmoor Road, Fenham, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne.
Phone: (091) 2722 303

---

### REBUILT TV TUBES

**DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY WHERE THE BEST COSTS LESS**

**FINEST QUALITY**

**LOWEST PRICES**

**SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR BULK BUYERS**
- 2 YEAR GUARANTEE, 4 YEAR OPTIONAL
- ALL MAKES INC. SONY
- NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

**PHONE NOW FOR FREE LISTS**
SHERWOOD TUBES LTD
60A PEVERIL STREET, NOTTINGHAM NG7 4AH.
Tel. 0602 786896

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour TVs from</th>
<th>£5 each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clean and tidy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>G11s</strong> (20&quot; 22&quot; &amp; 26&quot;)</td>
<td>£12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KT3</strong></td>
<td>£25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teletext</strong></td>
<td>£30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Always around 200+ fully working colour TVs and Videos available. All in clean condition and ready for immediate sale or rent.

**Cash sales only**
Prices based on quantity plus VAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video 2000 system</th>
<th>FROM £15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phone for availability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Video Beta | FROM £8 |
| Video Beta | FROM £20 |
| VHS Video | FROM £50 |

**Spares machine electronic**
**Various makes — changing daily**

### GENERAL FACTORS
UNION STREET, DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKS
Excellent motorway access from M1, M18, A1M
0302-349583
(24 hour Ansaphone Service)

---
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MIDLAND TELEVISION
QUALITY SETS SINGLES OR QUANTITY SUPPLIED AT THE BEST PRICES

C.T.V.      VHS

Phillips  Non Working  Working  Ferguson  Non Working  Working
GII Text   £35.00      £50.00   3V23     £55.00      £80.00
GII Basic  £12.00      £20.00   3V30     £35.00      £60.00
KT3 Text   £50.00      £58.00   R/C 3V31  £50.00      £85.00
KT30 Text  £55.00      £75.00   R/C 3V35  £55.00      £90.00

THORN
880       £5.00       £11.00
9000 R/C  £12.00      £18.00
9600 R/C  £14.00      £20.00
TX9-TX10 Text £55.00    £70.00
TX9-TX10 R/C £30.00    £45.00
TX9-TX10 Basic £25.00   £30.00

SHARP, HITACHI, ETC FROM:
Non Working £55.00, Working £80.00

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy 15 or more of any above and receive 10% reduction
i.e. 15 x 3V30 in full working order £72.00 + VAT

PRICES SUBJECT TO VAT
ALL SETS QUOTED AND SUPPLIED WITH HAND SETS

15 MIN M1 JUNC. 22
Nationwide Delivery Service Available
UNIT 11, MARKET STREET,
COALVILLE, LEICESTERSHIRE
TEL: 0530-810336/7

SITUATIONS VACANT

★★★★★★
Rank Video Services
Europe's Leading Video Duplicator

ENGINEER'S AND TRAINEE ENGINEER'S

As part of our continuing expansion we are looking for experienced and trainee engineers to join our maintenance department, servicing VCR's, VTR's and high speed duplication equipment. A video or broadcast engineering background would be an advantage, however candidates who can show a good engineering background or aptitude will also be considered. We offer a good salary and working conditions based upon a 37.5 hour week. This is an ideal opportunity to join the company that sets the pace for the video industry so please apply to:

Adrian New
Recruitment Manager
Rank Video Services
Brentford
MIDDX TW8 9PL

Part of The Rank Organisation.

Electronic Consultant Services
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

INFRA-RED DETECTOR

HOLD ACTIVE AREA WITHIN ONE INCH OF INFRA-RED EMITTER
FOR GREATER IMAGE CLARITY, SHIELD ACTIVE AREA FROM AMBIENT LIGHT

IF INFRA-RED IS BEING Emitted AN ORANGE IMAGE WILL APPEAR

MAGICAL MIRROR
Actual size 78mm x 53mm Triangular mirror will reflect orange light if Infra-red is being emitted.
One off £9.00 each plus V.A.T.
Two or more £8.00 each plus V.A.T.
BU 508A 5 off £8.00, BU 208A 99p ea.
3 15A A/S Fuses 10 for 90p all plus V.A.T. P & P free.
Cheque or P.O. to
Electronic Consultant Services
406 MAIN ROAD
GLASCOTE
TAMWORTH
STAFFS. B77 2BY
Tel: 0827 64991

NEW AND SECONDHAND
TV - VIDEO - RADIO SPARES, PANELS AND COMPONENTS, NEW RECORD DECKS, TRANSCRIPTION AND AUTOCHANGE £10 EACH, VA 214 NICAD BATTERIES 12 VOLT £16 EACH, VIDEO HEADS £15 EACH.
RING SOUTHPORT (0704) 76828 (ANYTIME 24 HRS 7 DAYS)

STAFFS Industrial Estate, Widnes
Tel. 051 423 1577

Situations vacant.

Electronic Consultant Services
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

INFRA-RED DETECTOR

HOLD ACTIVE AREA WITHIN ONE INCH OF INFRA-RED EMITTER
FOR GREATER IMAGE CLARITY, SHIELD ACTIVE AREA FROM AMBIENT LIGHT

IF INFRA-RED IS BEING Emitted AN ORANGE IMAGE WILL APPEAR

MAGICAL MIRROR
Actual size 78mm x 53mm Triangular mirror will reflect orange light if Infra-red is being emitted.
One off £9.00 each plus V.A.T.
Two or more £8.00 each plus V.A.T.
BU 508A 5 off £8.00, BU 208A 99p ea.
3 15A A/S Fuses 10 for 90p all plus V.A.T. P & P free.
Cheque or P.O. to
Electronic Consultant Services
406 MAIN ROAD
GLASCOTE
TAMWORTH
STAFFS. B77 2BY
Tel: 0827 64991

NEW AND SECONDHAND
TV - VIDEO - RADIO SPARES, PANELS AND COMPONENTS, NEW RECORD DECKS, TRANSCRIPTION AND AUTOCHANGE £10 EACH, VA 214 NICAD BATTERIES 12 VOLT £16 EACH, VIDEO HEADS £15 EACH.
RING SOUTHPORT (0704) 76828 (ANYTIME 24 HRS 7 DAYS)
NOW OPEN IN CORNWALL

DECENT, CLEAN WORKING & NON WORKING THORN TV's & VCR's AT COMPETITIVE TRADE PRICES
LARGE WAREHOUSE PREMISES

COWELL TV & VIDEO WHOLESALE
MEVAGISSEY ST. AUSTELL
(0726) 842582 (0726) 69384

FOR SALE

For All

SHARP GRUNDIG PHILIPS
Fidelity and Thorn
Genuine replacement spare parts
you need only one phone call on

0734-876444 or 061-682-1415
Same day despatch before 2.30 pm.
Over 55,000 parts in stock

WILLIAM VALE ELECTRONICS LTD
Sole UK Parts distributor for Grundig and Sharp. Main Philips UK Distributor
NEW TOSHIBA/MATS1 Spares in quantity. HSets, units strip/speak, transformers, cables leads, PCB's, cabinet fittings etc. Brand new. Tel. (0752) 525946 Details/wants.

LEADER LCT 910 CRT Tester/Rejuvenator for sale £140. Little used, buyer collects. Tel: 01-374 4751 (Brixton)
Sonic TV Distributors
Unit 4a, Abberley St., Smethwick Birmingham B66 2QU Tel: 021-565 1727

DIRECT LOAD FROM NEW SOURCES

WORKING T.V. FROM £10
WORKING VIDEO'S FROM £40

WORKING T.V. AUDIO VIDEO TV

NEW PRICE LIST SAVE ££££'S T.V. - VIDEO - AUDIO

An Offer You Can't Refuse

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
WANTED RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICE
condition. Tel: (0983) 523623 Ask for Trevor.

Every issued FULL SIZE SERVICE SHEET in stock: CTV's or Combinations £3.50-Singles £2.95. Plus LSAS
LSAS for any Quotation, plus FREE large Catalogue, STREE Review, Price lists, etc.

ACCESS TECHNICAL INFO SERVICES (T) MASTERCARD
EUROCARD

PHONE 0689-884555 Mon-Fri 9-5, 0898-883333 any other time, FOR FAST QUOTES

WORLD'S LARGEST COLLECTION OF SERVICE MATERIALS . . . from £3.50 to £50 . . . Most unobtainable elsewhere

ACCESS FOR LISTED CUSTOMERS

A small selection from titles in stock . . . some only obtainable from TIS via mailorder POST FREE:

- Practical TV Repairs by Tunbridge £12.95
- Practical Radio, Repair & Service Course £9.95
- Video Recorders, Servicing by Beeching £20.00
- Oscilloscopes, How to Use and How they Work £6.95
- Servicing Mono Portable TV by Wilcing £20.00
- Video Techniques 1st ed £20.00
- 1987 Brit CTV Repair Manual by Tunbridge £8.95
- Principles of Compact Disc £2.95
- The PAL System from Thorn Research £5.95
- Audio & HiFi Engineers Pocketbook £9.95
- Questions & Answers on Radio Repair £3.95
- Almost any Video Service Manual £15.00

Send now for:
- All prices subject to VAT

Full details of our Famous Complete Integrated Repair Systems for TVs, Videos & Domestic Equipment.

These systems contain all the circuits & data needed to cover repairs and servicing for anyone in business or wishing to start up their own business. All the Diagrams, Repair & Technical Data needed. At a fraction of the normal cost of buying such data.

The Circuit-Layout Set for almost any Video . . . £7 each, CTV's . . . £4 each


**SERVICE SHEETS**

FULL WORKSHOP SERVICE MANUALS

Any Video Recorder £12.00

All other equipment, Colour TV, Mono, Audio, Test Equipment, Vintage Valve, Military Surplus, etc., etc. £6.00

Please state make/model/type and if known chassis number with all orders. Prices include postage/packing. Prompt despatch from stock with most orders.

FREE Catalogue—Unique Repair and Data Guides with all orders or LSAS for your copy.

MAURITON ELECTRONICS LTD (TV)
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxfordshire OX9 4QY.

Phone: (0844) 516694

**COURSES**

ONE DAY INTENSIVE TRAINING COURSES ON

- TV-SERVICING — VIDEO
- MODERN FAULT FINDING METHODS TO SERVICE
- TV’S THE QUICK AND EFFICIENT WAY
- CERTIFICATE GIVEN UPON COMPLETION OF COURSE

RING NOW FOR PLACES ON

0525 851385

**SERVICE MANUALS**

VCR — CTV — TVT — AUDIO etc.

Examples — VCR

VSP101 = Sanyo VR2000 1004 £14.75
Memorex VR1000 = Casio VCR6000 £16.75

Sharp VCM850-895-585 = VSF3 £16.80

CTV manuals for

NEC, Personal/Casio/Sharp/Casio

Orion/Cranem/Aire etc. from £4.50

Manuals for many other makes and models well known or obscure — some unobtainable elsewhere.

Prices are all inclusive. No VAT or P/P.

For list send £1.50. No SAE required.

DATA-GO 112 AMESFORD RD., FERNDOWN, DORSET BH22 9OE. Tel: 0202 894207

**BOOK/PUB**

Ku BAND SATELLITE TV THEORY, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR

This 383 page manual by Baylin & Gate of USA covers dish theory, uplinks, footprints, site survey, installation and adjustment, descrambling, cable TV, even includes a computer program for finding your satellite. Second Edition £23.

SATELLITE CABLE scrambling AND DESCRAMBING. Basic theory, 2nd Ed. 260p, . £19

VIDEO scrambling AND DESCRAMBING. Advanced theory & circuits, 246 pages by Graf & Sheets . £21

HOMESATELLITE TV INSTALLATION VIDEOTAPE, 40 minutes. VHS/PAL £7

HIDDEN SIGNALS ON SATELLITE TV. Text, telephone channels, etc., 230 pages by Baylin . £25

SATELLITE OFF-AIR & SMATV. By F. Baylin . £25

WORLD SATELLITE ALMANAC. All footprints, 650 pages, second edition by M. Long . £43

COMMUNICATION SERVICES VIA SATELLITE. By G.E. Lewis. Microwave, TVRO, Encryption £33 £49

Price includes P&P UK. Airmail Europe £2. Outside Europe £1.50 extra per item.

Pay by cheque, ACCESS MASTERCARD, or COD

J. VINCENT TECHNICAL BOOKS
24 RIVER GARDENS, PURLEY, READING RG8 8BX. TEL: 0734 414488 (Answerphone)

**MISC.**

The Theory and Practice of PAL Colour Television in three important Video Cassette Programmes

Part 1. The Colour Signal
Part 2. The Receiver Decoder
Part 3. Receiver Installation

VHS ++ V2000 ++ BETAMAX ++ UMICAT
For full details telephone
0253 725499 (Day)
0253 712769 (Night)
Or send for precise details

FLINTDOWN CHANNEL 5
339 CLIFTON DRIVE SOUTH, LYTHAM ST ANNES FY8 1LP (enclosing this advert)

NAME ____________________________ ADDRESS ________________ TEL ____________________________
1987-88 TELEVISION SERVICING BOOK

80 colour TV circuits condensed down to a manageable 3 kilos

Apart from essential circuitry we have included setting up information fault finding trees, oscilloscope readings etc.

Printed on big A4 keep clean glossy pages, which then open up each side to even bigger A3 (no split circuits)

Then superbly presented in a maroon and gold top quality hard cover with a main index covering 100s of models brought out since January 1987.

The book has been produced with the invaluable help of the following manufacturers and contains the number of circuits below. Covering over 400 models.

AMSTRAD ............... 1  HITACHI .................. 3  SALORA ............... 3
FERGUSON .............. 3  ITT ......................... 9  SAMSUNG ............ 4
FIDELITY ................ 6  MITSUBISHI .............. 2  SANYO ............... 5
FINLUX .................. 1  N.E.C. .................... 2  SHARP ............... 5
FISHER .................. 1  NIKKAI .................... 5  TATUNG .............. 2
GOLDSTAR .............. 3  PANASONIC .............. 7  TOSHIBA ............ 7
GRUNDIG ............... 7  PHILIPS ............... 5

Plus references to: AKAI, BOOTS BRAND, ETRON, G.E.C., KINGSLEY, LUXOR, MURPHY, OLYMPIC, PYE, REDIFFUSION, SOLAVOX.

To order send £55 which includes packing to:

U-VIEW
29 WARMSWORTH ROAD, DONCASTER, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND DN4 0RP.
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD BOOK No. IS: ISBN 0 9513897 0X

VIDEOSPOT

TRADE TV'S

NOW OPEN

GOOD NEWS FOR SCOTTISH TRADERS. WE ARE A NEW INDEPENDENT WHOLESALER OF QUALITY EX-RENTAL, BANKRUPT, AND SURPLUS STOCKS OF TV'S AND VIDEO'S.

THE PRICES ARE RIGHT, VERY COMPETITIVE, THORN AND NON-THORN RANGE.

Workers or non-workers.
Fresh stocks every week.

Why not pay us a visit
Prices based on quantity.
All prices subject to 15% V.A.T.

TRADE TV'S (near the Barra's)
239 LONDON ROAD, GLASGOW.
Telephone: 041 553 1714

TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT

LINEAGE 55p PER WORD (MINIMUM INSERTION £10).
5% DISCOUNT 6 INSERTIONS, 10% DISCOUNT 12 INSERTIONS.
SEMI-DISPLAY £8.50 PER S.C. CM. (MINIMUM 2.5 CMS)
£8.10 PER S.C. CM. 6 INSERTIONS, £7.60 PER S.C. CM.
12 INSERTIONS. ALL PRICES PLUS 15%
BOX NUMBER £1.00 EXTRA

HEADING

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO.

SEND TO:
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT, TELEVISION, ROOM 2331,
IPC MAGAZINES LTD., KING'S REACH TOWER,
STAMFORD STREET, LONDON SE1 9LS.
Company registered in England, Registered No. 53626. Registered Office: King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS. 2189
## Working TV Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Thorn/Granada</td>
<td>£15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From: FERG, GEC, ITT, DECCA, PHILIPS, DORIC, FINLANDIA etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorn 9.6k</td>
<td>£15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Working VHS Video

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Electronic Thorn/Japs</td>
<td>£65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>£50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>£25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Stock

- **3V43 - STEREO - HIFI - 2 SPEED**
  - Sharp 7.3/8.3/9.3
  - Hitachi VTH/8.3/9.3
  - Panasonic 333/336/7.2/777
  - Akai VS/V52/V54 and many more

## Prices

- Prices based on availability – quantity + 15% VAT.
- Set Top Ariels & Audio Video Accessories

## New and 'B' Lines Now in Stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slim F/L Basic/Remote</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14&quot; Colour Portable</td>
<td>£95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot; ITT Remote</td>
<td>P.O.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot; Remote/monitor Style</td>
<td>P.O.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW Portable</td>
<td>£26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave Ovens</td>
<td>from £45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson 22BS Professional Series</td>
<td>P.O.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finlux 28&quot; F.S.T.</td>
<td>P.O.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxor F.S/T.Solaro</td>
<td>P.O.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Video Machine Replacements

- Unbeatable Prices!!!
- We Specialize in all types at

### Video Heads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3HSS-V</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3HSS-N</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3HSS-A</td>
<td>£21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3HSS-B</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3HSS-M</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3HSS-NA</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3HSS-C</td>
<td>£25.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3HSS-CV</td>
<td>£44.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Belt Kits

- Please Ask for Our Full Lists

### Pinch Rollers

- All Our Components Are New and Guaranteed

### Video Display Corporation

- Minimum Order £5.00
- Phone (0798) 295883
- Telex 298510
- Warks. CV37 0HU
- Fax (0798) 415243

- Please add 75p per order for Postage Charges plus VAT

---

**FOR SINGLE OR BULK PURCHASES – CALL US NOW, LOCAL AND DISTANT DELIVERY AVAILABLE**

**AGENTS REQUIRED FOR THE UK AND FOR EXPORT**

**TV & VIDEO WHOLESALERS (UK) LTD.**

**LONDON**

**LEICESTER**

**BIRMINGHAM**

**BOLTON**

---

**MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING**

- British Code of Advertising Practice
- Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser’s money must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch as this may be needed.

### Mail Order Protection Scheme

- If you order goods as a private individual from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, Television will consider you for compensation if the Advertiser should become bankrupt or go into liquidation provided:
  1. You have not received the goods or had your money refunded; and
  2. You write to the Publisher of Television summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the official publication date of the advertisement and not later than three months from that date. (Please retain proof of payment).

- Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is required.

- We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has become subject to bankruptcy proceedings or gone into liquidation up to a limit of £4,050 per annum in respect of all advertisers together, and to £4,050 per annum in respect of all advertisers individually.

- This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response to an advertisement in this magazine (not, for example, payment made in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such advertisements. All display advertisements are covered but only boxed trader classified advertisements are included. Advertisements as loose inserts are not covered.)
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS
by saving hours & hours POSSIBLY DAYS OF FRUSTRATION locating faults on VHS VIDEO RECORDERS.

WE OFFER YOU THE HELP YOU NEED with HUNDREDS & HUNDREDS of 'STOCK' and the 'HARDER' faults along with their SYMPTOMS. All experienced and collated from MANUFACTURERS, SERVICE DEPTS/WORKSHOPS/CONSULTANTS and TECHNICIANS.

Covering ALL POPULAR MAKES & MODELS including:-
FERGUSON/PHILIPS/JVC/CREALTONE/PANASONIC/ HITACHI/AKA/MITSUBISHI/SHARP/SANYO/ SANGEAN & FIDELITY etc etc etc.

SYMPTOMS/DIAGNOSTICS/FAULTS/ PROCEDURES/MODIFICATIONS
All well tried & PROVEN as a great TIME SAVER & ESSENTIAL for all service departments & personnel. Collated & indexed in UP- DATING binders for QUICK & EASY reference.

Will immediately recover the outlay costs.

ATTRACTIVE up-to-date BINDERS covering MANY HUNDREDS of FAULTS & their SYMPTOMS. All HUNDREDS & HUNDREDS of 'STOCK' and the WE OFFER YOU THE HELP YOU NEED with FRUSTRATION locating by saving hours & hours POSSIBLY DAYS of INCREASE YOUR PROFITS.

HARDER' faults along with their SYMPTOMS. All HUNDREDS & HUNDREDS of 'STOCK' and the WE OFFER YOU THE HELP YOU NEED with FRUSTRATION locating by saving hours & hours POSSIBLY DAYS of INCREASE YOUR PROFITS.

No need to remove the tape carriage for routine servicing
No more taping of sensors and transmitters during servicing
No need for manual operation system switches etc. during servicing or repair

PRICE: £9.99

Supplied with cleaning buds and fluid

To obtain your cassette please send cheque or p.o. to:

ELECTRON T.V. & AUDIO
36 Gifford Road, Stratone Village, Swindon, Wilts.
Tel. 0793-39363

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

ADM Electronic Supplies .......................... 306
Admin Televisions ................................ 305
Aerial Techniques .................................. 319
Apollo .............................................. 288
Audio Electronics ................................ 249
Audio Video Services .............................. 248
A-Z Electrics ..................................... 298
Bi-Pak .............................................. 268
Bi-Tel .............................................. 294
B.K. Electronics ................................ 244
Blendown Ltd ..................................... 306
Bob's TV Warehouse ............................... 302
Bolton Metropolitan College ..................... 273
Broughfame Ltd .................................. 286
Budget TV ........................................ 300
Bus, J & N Electrical .............................. 251
Campion Wholesale Ltd ........................... 311
Carton, John (Electrical) Ltd ..................... 294
Cello .............................................. 315
Central TV & Video Wholesalers Ltd ........ 310
Centrevision ..................................... 299
Chromavision Ltd ................................. 249
Cowbell TV & Video Wholesale ............... 306
Cree White Wholesale ............................ 292
Crofton Electronics ............................... 286
CTV ............................................... 316
Data-Go .......................................... 308
Display Electronics Ltd ......................... 296
Donberg Electronics .............................. 308
East Cornwall Components ..................... 252
East London Components ....................... 301
Economic Devices ............................... 276, 277
Edon Ltd ......................................... 247
Electronic Consultant Service .................. 305
Electron TV & Audio ................................ 311
Euro-Sat ......................................... 306
Express TV Supplies .............................. 297
Flintdown Channel 5 ............................ 308
F.T. Services .................................... 301
Gamma U.K. Ltd ................................ 296
General Factors ................................ 304
G.L.C. Components ............................. 246
Grandat Ltd ..................................... 286, 287
Griffon Electronics Ltd ............................ 310
Halton TV Trade Disposals ...................... 305
Hussain Central TV Ltd ........................... 293
ICS ................................................. 247
I.T.V.C ........................................... 300
Jomill Enterprises ................................ 300
Kesh Eletrons Ltd ................................. 306
Manor Supplies ................................ 305
Marshall Ltd ..................................... 291
Maurton Electronics .............................. 308
Midland TV's ................................... 305
NGK .............................................. 292
N.G.T. Electronics Ltd ............................ 292
North West Electronics ......................... 303
Omega Electronics ................................ 267
Panasonic ....................................... 303
PC TV Services ................................ 301
Post a Part Electronics ......................... 297
Powell, T .................................... 297
Proma Marketing ............................... 305
Pro-Vision ....................................... 285
P.V.S ............................................. 304
P.V. Tubes ....................................... 242, 243
Radio Component Specialists .................. 300
Rank Video ..................................... 305
Relay Omagh Ltd ................................ 298
Reliable Wholesale TV ........................... 249
ريسcomp Ltd ................................... 285
R.T.V.C. Ltd .................................... 300
Sentcom Components 258, 312, Cover III, Cover IV 304
Sherwood Tubes Ltd ............................. 304
Sonic TV Distributors ............................ 307
South London Television Ltd ................. 296
Southside TV .................................... 298
Specialised Electronic Services (Oldbury) Ltd , 261
Stewart of Reading ................................ 298
Suftert .......................................... 257
Supervision ..................................... 247
Tatras Ltd ....................................... 308
Taylor Bros (Oldham) Ltd ..................... 268
Technical Advisory Systems ................. 311
Technical Information Services ............. 308
Television Ltd .................................. 250
Televideo Services ................................ 269
Teleview ......................................... 300
Tidman Mail Order Ltd ........................... 297
Todd Trading .................................... 294
Trade TV's ...................................... 309
Tree, W., Trade TV's ............................. 290
TV Trade Sales .................................. 281
U-View .......................................... 309
Vincent, J. Technical Books ..................... 308
West Midland TV & Video ...................... 290
Wiley View Electronics ......................... 306
Wilkinson Ltd ................................... 299
Wing Electronics ................................ 300
Winterton, Gary ................................ 295
Wizard Distributors ............................. 301
Zoneport ........................................ 295
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CB01</td>
<td>50p</td>
<td>Cell Front Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB02</td>
<td>50p</td>
<td>Cell Front Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB03</td>
<td>50p</td>
<td>Cell Front Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB04</td>
<td>50p</td>
<td>Cell Front Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB05</td>
<td>50p</td>
<td>Cell Front Panel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SENDZ COMPONENTS TO ORDERSEE BACK PAGE**